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ABSTRACT

The development of a discipline is reflected in its literature. Higher education is a
fairly young discipline, as shown by the large amount of its literature beginning in the
1970s or later. Studying the literature of a discipline reveals various aspects of its
development, and gives those engaged in its development an assessment of what is being
done and who is doing it at a particular point in time. Using bibliometrics, or the
literature as data, this dissertation examined articles in eight selected higher education
scholarly journals in 1995 and 2000 to determine characteristics of the authors producing
higher education literature and characteristics of the articles themselves. A total of 474
articles were examined. These characteristics included the authors’ sex, geographic
locations, academic positions held at their institutions, the departments where they
worked, and the institutions they represented by Carnegie Classification. Characteristics
of the articles included subject content and the research methodologies employed in the
articles.
Among many findings, this study found that males published more than females
in all categories, except when authors resided in the Pacific region of the country.
Females used qualitative analysis more than males, and wrote more about minorities and
women, while males wrote more about administration. Faculty used qualitative analysis
more than administrators; administrators wrote more about institutional evaluation and
research; while faculty wrote more about themselves (faculty), students, curriculum,
viii

minorities and women. This study also found that faculty from departments other than
Education or Higher Education published more in the literature of higher education than
faculty from departments of Higher Education.

IX

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study
The development of academic disciplines rests upon an ever-growing framework
of ideas that is generated and tested over time through the collective research of scholars
working toward the advancement of knowledge (Weber, Lassman, Velody, & Martins,
1989) . The central purpose of the scholar, and the university, is to understand, create,
and advance knowledge through research and instruction (Shils, 1984). Early scholars set
the direction a field of study might take-consider Franklin's theory of electricity, or
Bacon's history of heat, color, and wind (Kuhn, 1970). Scholarship contributes to human
knowledge, confronts the unknown, and seeks understanding for its own sake (Boyer,
1990) . Over time, with continued application, acceptance, and analysis, theories may
become known as basic knowledge within a discipline (Cole, 1983). The underpinnings
of specific theories eventually become widely accepted and passed along to students as
primary tenets of understanding; knowing these tenets becomes necessary for progressing
through a discipline and eventually discovering new theories and applications and further
advancing knowledge.
Over the last century, one method of advancing knowledge has been through the
publication of articles in academic journals (Kronick, 1962). Repeatedly, through
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articles published in academic journals, scholars point to areas of study that require
further research and to previous studies calling for replication.
The progression of knowledge is central to the role of higher education in society,
and the disciplines that move forward as a result of articles published in academic
journals are central to the intellectual vitality and rigor of a nation:
Knowledge has certainly never in history been so central to the conduct of an
entire society. What the railroads did for the second half of the last century and
the automobile for the first half of this century may be done for the second half of
this century by the knowledge industry: That is to serve as the focal point for
national growth. And the university is at the center of the knowledge process.
(Kerr, 1963, p. 88)
The publication of articles in academic journals is a reflection of researchers and
their work within a given field, and the study of the literature within any given discipline
may reveal facets of its development and direction, as well as demographic features of
those contributing to the discipline. The articles published in academic journals furnish a
mechanism for establishing and formalizing branches of knowledge. Pierce (1990)
suggested, "The boundaries of a discipline reflect the knowledge, interests, and practices
of researchers actively working in the field" (p. 51).
An academic discipline is dependent on its literature for growth and development.
Disciplines using research techniques to support findings in the literature deliver a
framework for further study and development, and thereby encourage theoretical
development. Wagenaar and Babbie (1989) point out:
The scientific enterprise involves theory, research methods, and statistics.
Research methods meet the scientific criterion of observation, theory meets the
scientific criterion of logic or rationality by describing the logical relationships
that exist among variables, and statistics help compare what is logically expected
with what is actually observed, (p. 5)
2

Vigil (1991) defined an academic discipline as "a field of study with a unique
theory base, research techniques, and body of knowledge" (p. 11). Academic disciplines
have also been described by Ylijoki (2000) in this manner: "Disciplines have their own
traditions and categories of thought which provide the members of the field with shared
concepts of theories, methods, techniques and problems" (p. 339).
While some disciplines, such as biology, physics, and chemistry, are
well-established and formalized, others, such as the discipline of higher education, are
fairly young and in the process of formalization. In fact, there is not complete agreement
among scholars that higher education is a discipline at all (Burnett, 1973). The term
higher education, as it is commonly used, refers to the practice and institutionalization of
education in postsecondary institutions, namely colleges and universities. The discipline
of higher education is a study of that practice. Higher education is considered a
discipline that is still in the process of defining its own unique theoretical base and is
defined as the study of the issues, problems, and opportunities associated with practice in
institutions of higher learning (Burnett, 1973). An examination of the research
methodologies employed in the literature of higher education may show that the
discipline of higher education is in the process of developing theories of its own. Burnett
identified the nature of the discipline as "the behavioral interaction of students, faculty,
and administrators within the context of a college or university environment, and the
interrelationship of this environment with the larger society" (p. 5). A study of the
literature of higher education not only reflects the discipline's development, but the
practices of those working within colleges and universities.
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This study follows a long-standing method of using literature to quantify written
communication called bibliometrics. As early as 1917, Cole and Eales analyzed the
literature on comparative anatomy from 1550 to 1860 to discover the fluctuations of
interest in the topic over time. Bibliometrics, or statistical bibliography as it was named
then, was also discussed in two lectures delivered by Hulme (1923) at the University of
Cambridge.
Much later, and more to the point, Pritchard (1969) suggested a standard and
universal usage of the term bibliometrics to measure written communication in the
development of a discipline as "the application of mathematics and statistical methods to
books and other forms of written communication" (p. 349). In the early 1970s, Garfield
(1972) established the Institute for Scientific Information, which used computerized
databases to track citations, linking authors to journals and citations to authors. Through
elaborate matches in Social Science Citation Index or Science Citation Index, searchers
discovered which journals and authors were cited most frequently in specific disciplines,
thus revealing the leaders of certain disciplines and their characteristics (Garfield, 1972).
Through a bibliometric examination of the authors and articles of a discipline,
characteristics, such as sex or institutional affiliation, may be determined, thereby
revealing differences that may exist in publication within the discipline.
If the discipline of higher education reflects the development of American
colleges and universities, a study of the articles published in higher education journals
may reveal distinct characteristics regarding higher learning in this country. In an early
examination of the scientific literature in the British International Catalogue from 1901
to 1913, Hulme, who was librarian of the British Patent Office, predicted the pending
4

decline of the industrial revolution, through the waning publication of scientific patents
(Hulme, 1923). His prediction, based on patterns revealed within the scientific literature,
proved to be accurate.
This study will offer a reflection of the discipline of higher education through an
examination of its literature for the years 1995 and 2000 and present a profile of its
contributors, a summary of its research methodologies, and a sense of its subject content.
It will help to clarify the current state of the discipline that reflects the practices of those
engaged in institutions of higher learning. The two years, 1995 and 2000, were chosen as
close to the current time period as possible, but not the current years, so the literature
would be available for examination. Two separate years were chosen chronologically to
compare change, if it occurred.
Hefferlin (1969) recognized that academic reform may originate in forces external
to the academy and change may reside in scholars' reactions to changing social
conditions. Scholars themselves may actually mediate those wider forces through their
scholarly interests (Gumport, 2002). A study of the literature of higher education may
indicate changes occurring in higher education, overall; it may also indicate societal
changes to which higher education is adapting. Bibliometrics can provide useful
perspectives on scholarly communication in the emerging academic discipline of higher
education.
Need for the Study
Higher education as a field of study is a fairly young discipline, with most of the
journals on higher education beginning in the early 1970s or later. Comparatively,
American universities, as distinct from undergraduate colleges, have only developed in
5

the last 100 years; an examination of what this new discipline reveals about itself and its
practice may show the qualities which make both its study and practice unique and
distinct.
Little literature in higher education is devoted to learning about the literature
itself. Some studies have focused on how far higher education has progressed in
achieving its place within the academy as an identifiable discipline. Using research
methodologies as a guide, Hobbs and Francis (1973) classified the literature of higher
education into three categories: descriptive materials, discussion, and theoretical
statements. Hobbs and Francis concluded that further theoretical development needed to
occur in the discipline of higher education. They also noted that "little of it is conducted
by higher educationists per se, and almost none of it is published in higher educational
channels" (p. 55). Hobbs and Francis assert that a discipline must be based on theoretical
development:

There is nothing so useful as a good theory; understanding is the animus of the
academic calling. And it is by explanation, by theory, if you will, that we gain
understanding. It is not sufficient for higher educationists simply to invest their
time and talents in inquiring into, then commenting on, the higher education
scene. It is necessary in addition that they generate, test, extend, and capitalize
upon broadly applicable explanations of the concrete phenomena they study.
Otherwise, the field will continue to grow but not to develop, to remain forever
vulnerable to the influence of persuasive spokesmen whose arguments can not be
tested—until too late. All the while the theoretical contributions of the disciplines
which could be of great value to higher education will lie scattered in the
disciplinary literature, available but largely unused, (p. 57)
Through their work, Hobbs and Francis pointed to a need for the discipline of higher
education to develop its own theory and become written and produced more and more by
scholars from departments of higher education.
6

Through a content analysis of 1,130 abstracts of research projects in the Inventory
o f Current Research on Postsecondary Education 1972, Kellams (1975) sought to
determine if higher education was a fully developed, or an emerging, discipline. The
major questions in the paper were “What kind of research is being done on higher
education? Who does this research? How are the research projects supported?” Kellams
found that less than 6% of the articles in higher education were classified as theoretical,
about one fourth of the studies were simple descriptive studies, one fourth were
developmental projects rather than research projects, and one fourth of the studies were
policy studies. Kellams also found that researchers outside of institutions of higher
education do more than one fourth of the research on higher education, while people
working within higher education do three fourths of the work. At the same time, only 8%
of the research was performed by professors of higher education. Overall, Kellams
discovered that simple descriptive research was most commonly used while theoretical
research was rarely used, concluding that higher education was an immature field in need
of a knowledge base.
As noted by Kellams (1975), Burnett (1973) was concerned that contributors from
disciplines other than higher education were the main authors in the literature of higher
education:
Although the literature in Higher Education is extensive, many of those who are
researching and publishing are converts from related areas. Hopefully, new
generations of visible scholars will emerge, graduated from a professional
doctoral program of higher education rather than moving from psychology,
sociology, history, or English, (p. 12)
Based on Burnett's (1973) and Kellams’ (1975) studies regarding a lack of representation
of scholars from departments of higher education publishing in the literature of higher
7

education, an updated study is needed to determine if the authors of the literature of
higher education represent departments of higher education or if the authors publishing in
the literature of higher education primarily represent other disciplines.
In a study of student affairs publications, Kuh and Bursky (1980) found that most
of the authors of the articles were affiliated with institutions in the Midwest and
approximately 50% of the articles fell within the research or evaluation category. Close
to 30% of the articles were philosophical or theoretical in content and authors from a
small proportion of institutions were overrepresented.
Hunter and Kuh (1987) identified the prolific contributors to the higher education
literature by counting the frequency of publication in seven selected professional journals
over a five-year period (1979-1983). Hunter and Kuh found that 77% of the prolific
authors were employed by public Ph.D. granting institutions and published an average of
six books or monographs and 36 articles and chapters during their lifetimes. Among
other findings, overall, these authors found that most of the participants in the study had
terminal degrees from research universities and were white males.
Budd (1988) examined three journals in higher education to determine if the
articles revealed bibliometric patterns representing Bradford's Law and Lotka's Law and
found that the literature of higher education did not closely follow either law. According
to Bradford's Law, those journals cited the most tend to form the nucleus of a discipline:
If scientific journals are arranged in order of decreasing productivity of articles on
a given subject, they may be divided into a nucleus of periodicals more
particularly devoted to the subject and several groups or zones containing the
same number of articles as the nucleus, where the number of periodicals in the
nucleus and succeeding zones will be 1:a2. (Bradford, 1950, p. 116)
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Lotka's law demonstrates that a small number of authors publish the most
literature within a given discipline. Budd (1990) performed bibliometric analyses on the
higher education literature by determining those journals, authors, and books cited the
most in the area of higher education. His was one of the few studies published finding
the number of the most frequently cited authors and journals in the higher education
literature.
Bibliometric analysis of the discipline was performed throughout the 1970s,
1980s, and the early 1990s, but little bibliometric analysis has been done since that time.
During the time that research was done on the literature of higher education, scholars
speculated whether or not higher education was a distinct discipline of its own. While the
studies of the higher education literature mentioned above examine some aspect of
publication, none of the studies cover all of the areas proposed in this study. No recent
literature examines the characteristics of the authors producing the scholarly work of the
discipline. Knowing who is producing scholarship in higher education reflects
characteristics of the scholars, and since the discipline of higher education is based on the
study of higher education practices, it may also reflect characteristics of higher
education’s practitioners, revealing areas that need further scrutiny and redirection.
Examining characteristics of the literature itself leads to an understanding of the issues
that are under discussion in higher education and the methodologies employed to arrive at
conclusions, since theoretical development is based on sound methodological practices.
At this point in time, the discipline is developed to the level where a meaningful
assessment of the discipline may be made, based on the content of the literature and the
scholars producing it.
9

This study examines the characteristics of the authors publishing articles in eight
selected higher education scholarly journals. The author sex is calculated to discover if
equal representation between and among sexes is occurring in this particular higher
education literature. In like manner, a recognition of the Carnegie Classification of the
authors’ institutional affiliation determines if authors from the highest tiers of the
Carnegie institutions publish most of the articles in the literature represented in this study.
The geographic locations by Time Zone where the authors reside may also show the
regions where most of the scholarship in the discipline takes place, even though areas of
higher population density may show more scholarly productivity. The departmental
affiliation of the author demonstrates which departments are responsible for the
production of the literature in higher education. Likewise, whether an author is an
administrator or faculty member plays a role in the direction the literature might take.
This study also examines the characteristics of the articles published in eight
selected higher education scholarly journals. Understanding the characteristics of the
articles themselves indicates the extent of scholarship and the topics under discussion in
higher education. If conclusions are drawn in the literature without reliable research
methodologies, the theoretical development of the discipline requires further
investigation. Reporting the subject content of the articles in higher education shows
what areas are currently under discussion and what areas may need to be introduced into
the discussion. Comparing author characteristics with the characteristics represented in
the articles themselves reveals various aspects of the discipline not previously known,
such as whether males or females use qualitative analysis or quantitative analysis more,
or whether faculty or administrators write more about one specific topic or another.
10

Comparing author characteristics with article characteristics reveals important
information about who is publishing scholarly literature in higher education and how they
are producing it, information that has not been investigated before this study.
Furthermore, a study of the discipline that represents the American university
provides a clearer understanding of the point of development of the institution and the
discipline during this particular time in history. Such an analysis provides higher
education with an overview for future direction and replication or with background to
determine reform. A study of the discipline of higher education also provides clarity and
direction to the field by determining who is developing the discipline, what areas of
research are being conducted, and which topics are under discussion. Since higher
education institutions play a major role in the support of research and the advancement of
knowledge in all fields, understanding the discipline as it represents the practice of higher
education may reflect what is currently occurring in institutions of higher education as
well. Burton Clark, one of the nation's foremost higher education scholars, recognized
that "relatively little is known about what goes on in the professions' many quarters"
(Clark, 1987, p. xxi).
Little attention has been given to the maturation process of the disciplines, even
less to how research accumulates and is formed or who forms it. Cole and Cole (1973)
recognized the importance of understanding how science accumulates, observing that
“historians of science have paid relatively little attention to how social organization of
science influences scientific work” (p. 9). Higher education, in particular, has been
criticized for its lack of a research focus. Recognizing the pressing need to examine the
scholarship of the discipline of higher education, Keller (1985) noted, “It’s peculiar, but
11

it’s a fact: Hardly anyone in higher education pays attention to the research and
scholarship about higher education” (p. 7). Few studies examine the scholarship of
higher education; fewer analyze its development as revealed through the literature. In
more recent years, Gumport (2002) has given some attention to the discipline of higher
education, opening a newer dialogue: “Within the study of higher education, an analytical
focus on knowledge is rare” (p. 3). The time has come to reexamine the scholarly
development of the discipline of higher education.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to further understand the discipline of higher
education through an examination of recent literature. An examination of the research
methodologies in this literature may reveal the progress the discipline has made toward
theoretical development. Studying the contributors to the literature may indicate greater
differences that may exist in the system itself by sex, geographic location (by Time
Zone), academic position, and institutional affiliation of the authors. An understanding
of the subject content will reveal the topics that are important within the academy and
may indicate the societal pressures in place forcing institutions of higher education to
address the issues that are currently discussed in its own literature.
Research Questions
The articles published in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals
will be examined to answer the research questions below.
Research Questions Related to the Sex of the Authors
Is there a difference by males and females on:
1. Year of publication (1995 and 2000)?
12

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Geographic location (by Time Zone) of the authors?
Academic position of the authors?
Carnegie Classification of authors’ affiliation?
Research methodologies employed in the articles?
Subject headings used in the articles?
Research Questions Related to the Academic Position o f the Authors

Is there a difference by the academic position of the authors on:
7.
8.
9.
10.

Year of publication (1995 and 2000)?
Carnegie Classification of authors’ affiliation?
Research methodologies employed in the articles?
Subject headings used in the articles?
Research Questions Related to Carnegie Classification

Is there a difference by the Carnegie Classification of authors’ affiliation on.
11. Year of publication (1995 and 2000)?
12. Departmental affiliation of the authors?
Research Question Related to Research Methodologies
Is there a difference by research methodologies employed in the articles on:
13. Year of publication (1995 and 2000)?
Research Question Related to Subject Headings
Is there a difference by subject headings on:
14. Year of publication (1995 and 2000)?
Definitions
The following definitions were used in this study:
Bibliometrics. Bibliometrics were defined by Hawkins (1977) as the "quantitative
analyses of the bibliographic features of a body of literature" (p. 13).
Sex o f the authors. The sex of the authors was defined as the sex of the authors
publishing the articles in scholarly journals in 1995 and 2000, either male or female. Up
13

to three authors for each article were tabulated and no distinction was made regarding the
ranking of first, second, or third author. Equal weight was given to all the contributors of
up to three authors in each article.
The sex of the author was determined by the first name of the author. If the first
name was not indicated in the article, or if the sex of the author was not clear from the
name of the author (such as Terry, Jerry, Gail, Bobby, Shelly, etc.) and if not identified
by the use of the personal pronoun, she, he, her, him, etc., a search for the author was
made on the Internet and an email sent to the author to verify sex. In the case of multiple
authors, the first three authors were tabulated for the study. In articles with more than
three authors, the remaining authors were not included in the tabulation.
Geographic location (by Time Zone). The geographic location of the authors’
institutional affiliation was initially collected by state and country. When there was not
enough data to make a meaningful analysis, the data were collapsed by Time Zone
Location, which indicates, in a general way, the geographic regions of the world.
Author academic position. The author academic position was defined as the
position of the persons writing the articles of academic journals in higher education for
1995 and 2000, which included faculty, administrators, and miscellaneous. Faculty was
defined as "people with academic appointments at institutions of higher education”
(Light, 1974, p. 10). If the authors of the articles were faculty, such as lecturer,
instructor, assistant professor, associate professor, full professor, professor emeritus, they
were recorded as faculty. If the academic position could not be determined from the
articles, a search of the Internet was conducted and an email was sent to the author
inquiring the author's academic position or rank at the time of publication. If author
14

position or rank could not be identified by other means, the data were not collected on
that variable. The first three authors of the article were tabulated. All of the positions
were collected and combined to faculty, administrator, and miscellaneous (including
students).
Departmental affiliation. The departmental affiliation included the department
with which the author of the article was affiliated: college or university, higher education,
education, and miscellaneous. The college or university category included only
administrators working within a college or university. The miscellaneous category
included all faculty in every other discipline, other than higher education or education, as
well as authors working in agencies affiliated with, but not a part of, higher education,
such as the American Association for Higher Education or the American Association of
University Professors. Departmental affiliation is the university departments authors
were affiliated with at the time of publication. The categories were combined to college
or university, higher education, education, and miscellaneous.
Carnegie Classification. The Carnegie Classification of the institutional
affiliation of the authors of the articles in academic journals was defined according to The
Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education (Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, 2000) including Extensive, Intensive, Master's (Master's I &
II), Baccalaureate (including Liberal Arts, General, and Associate's), Miscellaneous
(including Tribal Colleges & Universities, Specialized Institutions, and International).
The journal articles tabulated for 2000 by institutional affiliation were categorized
according to the Carnegie Classifications discussed and delineated in The Carnegie
Classification of Institutions o f Higher Education:
15

The 2000 Carnegie Classification includes all colleges and universities in the
United States that are degree-granting and accredited by an agency recognized by
the U.S. Secretary of Education. The 2000 edition classifies institutions based on
their degree-granting activities from 1995-96 through 1997-98. (Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2000, p. 1)
An edition later than the 2000 edition does not exist. Classification for 1995 journal
articles was also taken from the 2000 publication of The Carnegie Classification of
Institutions of Higher Education. Few changes were made between the 1995 and 2000
editions. For 2000, institutions of higher education in the United States were listed in the
monograph according to the classifications listed in Appendix D.
Research methodologies. The definition for research methodologies included the
research analysis employed in the articles, including descriptive, inferential, qualitative,
and no research methodologies. Each article was assessed for the use of quantitative or
qualitative methodologies. There were 474 journal articles, for a total of 786 authors.
Qualitative research was defined as a process of inquiry based on distinct
methodological traditions of inquiry that explore social or human problems. “The
researcher builds a complex, holistic picture, analyzes words, reports detailed views of
informants, and conducts the study in a natural setting” (Creswell, 1997, p. 15). For this
study, qualitative research included the following traditions, which were collapsed into
one qualitative category:
Biography. Biographical analysis explores the life of an individual using
primarily interviews and documents (Creswell, 1997).
Phenomenological study. Phenomenological studies seek to understand the
essence of experiences about a phenomenon by employing long interviews with up to 10
people (Creswell, 1997).
16

Grounded theory study. Grounded theory develops a theory grounded in data
from the field utilizing interviews with 20-30 individuals to "saturate" categories and
detail a theory.
Ethnography. Ethnography describes and interprets a cultural and social group
primarily by observing and interviewing with additional artifacts during extended time in
the field (usually 6 months to a year) (Creswell, 1997).
Case study. Case studies develop an in-depth analysis of a single case or multiple
cases using multiple sources including documents, archival records, interviews,
observations, and physical artifacts (Creswell, 1997).
Miscellaneous. The miscellaneous category ncludes miscellaneous qualitative
research methodologies not included above.
Quantitative research is that which relies on tests to determine statistical
significance, or on the manipulation of an independent variable while holding all other
variables constant (Winston & Blais, 1996). Quantitative research includes the following
descriptions:
Descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics describe a measurable characteristic
of a given situation. The tests included frequencies, percentages, means, standard
deviations, and correlation coefficients. It consists of methods and procedures for
summarizing, simplifying, reducing, and presenting raw data to communicate the essence
of data to another. It is essentially reportorial and describes a set of data. Descriptive
statistics refers to a set of methods, procedures, and techniques of representing,
summarizing, or otherwise communicating to an audience the essential characteristics of
a set of raw data and helps the researcher describe findings. Surveys or questionnaires
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are used to collect data for descriptive analysis and include percentages, graphs, and
averages. Examples of descriptive statistics include “frequency distribution; cumulative
frequency distributions; cumulative frequency polygon; nominal measurement; scatter
diagram; pie chart; central tendency; variability, including the mean, median, and mode;
nominal measurement; measures of central tendency; measures of variability” (Busha &
Harter, 1980, pp. 191-192).
Inferential statistics. Inferential statistical measurements are used when
conclusions are drawn about the truth of a hypothesis or the relationship among variables,
and inferences are made about a characteristic of a population from which a sample has
been drawn. The tests include Chi Square, t-tests, F-tests, analysis of variance,
regression, multiple linear regression, product moment correlation, modeling, and
covariance. Inferential statistics are used to make predictions, to test hypotheses, and to
infer characteristics of a population from the characteristics of a sample (Enger, Quirk, &
Stewart, 1989). Inferential statistics shed light on the meaning of the data and are used to
draw inferences and make predictions. They allow the investigator to determine whether
or not a difference or a relationship is statistically significant—an assessment of whether it
is "real" or the difference or relationship could have occurred by chance. Inferential
statistics hypothesize a causal relationship between two or more variables and use tests of
significance to determine whether or not differences exist (Babbie, 1983).
No research methodology. This category was used when no research
methodologies were used in the journal article and indicates no mathematical
manipulation of data. Articles utilizing no research methodology were categorized with
the heading, no research methodology.
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Subject headings. Descriptions of the content of the articles were drawn from the
Thesaurus o f ERIC Descriptors (Houston, 2001). For each article, the ASK ERIC
database was searched and up to four subject headings listed in the database were
recorded for each article. Once the data collection was completed, the overall total of the
variety of headings was too numerous and broad to tabulate into meaningful data. As a
result, each article was reexamined, and the one subject heading that appeared in most
articles was used. The subject headings appearing the most in the most articles included
college administration, college faculty, college students, curriculum, institutional
evaluation and research, minority groups (including females). (Minority groups and
females were combined to make the subject heading minorities/women). For a
description of each subject heading from the ERIC thesaurus, please see Appendix E.
Articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
Following a thorough review of the literature, including an exhaustive examination of the
cited literature in higher education, one study was found that provided criteria for
selecting a number of specific journals in the research literature for higher education,
Budd’s (1990) citation analysis of education and higher education journals. The journals
used for collecting data in this study were based on a study by Budd (1990), where the
journals cited the most in 14,322 references were ranked in descending order according to
the most number of times cited. The journals studied include the following: Research in
Higher Education, Journal of Higher Education, Review o f Higher Education, Journal of
College Student Development, Academe, College and University, New Directions for
Institutional Research, and Higher Education. All of the journals listed above and used
in this study also received a ranking of “scholarly” and “peer-reviewed” in Ulrich’s
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International Periodicals Directory (2002). Two of the titles in the Budd (1990) list,
Change and The Chronicle o f Higher Education, were not included in this study, since
the two publications do not report on primary research, and may not accurately reflect the
authorship of academic research. The following were not included: magazines, catalogs,
annual reports, corporate publications, monographs, newsletters, trade publications,
bulletins, government publications, directories, proceedings, handbooks, newspapers,
consumer publications, annual reviews, and annuals. The methodology employed to rank
the journals used in Budd's (1990) study was based on citation analysis and proven
bibliometric methods. Those journals cited the most in the literature received the highest
rankings in Budd’s (1990) study and became the eight selected journals of higher
education used in this study.
Journal article. A journal article is any article appearing in one of the select
journals chosen for this study, with the exception of editorials, letters to the editor,
columns, bibliographies, book lists, dissertations, annual reports, book reviews,
interviews, commentaries, rebuttals, symposia, news items, historical studies, program
descriptions, case studies, monographs, conference proceedings, and obituaries.
Assumptions
This study was based on the following assumptions:
1. It was assumed that research advances knowledge, and that articles published
in the academic journals of a discipline, or field of study, define the current status of the
discipline and advance knowledge.
2. It was assumed that research reflects the broader development of a discipline
and its role in society.
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3. It was assumed that articles published in higher education journals provide an
overview of the discipline.
4. It was assumed that higher education is still developing as a distinct field of
study or discipline.
5. It was assumed that most of the authors publishing journal articles were from
the highest-ranking institutions in The Carnegie Classification o f Institutions o f Higher
Education (2000).
6. It was assumed that the procedures used in this study would accurately reveal
any sex and/or institutional differences that currently exist in the field.
7. It was assumed that the journals chosen for this study reflected the academic
work of the discipline of higher education.
8. It was assumed that journal articles played a role in advancing knowledge by
making discoveries publicly known and thereby informing the profession through
publication and eventual historical archival processes.
9. It was assumed that the subject headings assigned articles in the ASK ERIC
database reflected the topic of discussion in the literature.
Delimitations
The articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals for the
year 1995 and the year 2000 was examined in this study. Each article in the eight
selected higher education journals chosen was examined for the variables of author sex,
geographic location (by Time Zone), author academic position, and Carnegie
Classification of the institutional affiliation of the author. The research methodology
employed in the article and the subject headings of the article were also examined. Other
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variables related to publication were not directly studied. This study was limited to
journals that broadly reflect the academic work of the discipline of higher education. The
list also limited the journals to those that represented primarily authors in the United
States, with the exception of the international journal Higher Education. Many other,
more recent publications exist, such as Studies in Higher Education, representing
international authors and institutions, but lie beyond the scope of this study. The field of
higher education is changing rapidly, with the introduction of more and more
international journal publications.
The journals chosen for this study do not examine ethnically diverse publications,
such as journals in higher education that focus on issues representing tribal colleges and
African Americans. The study was limited to journals that broadly reflect the academic
work of the discipline of higher education and was thereby limited in representing
minority publications or specialized institutions of higher education such as community
colleges. An examination of publications devoted exclusively to a specific
underrepresented group within higher education is beyond the scope of this study.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Summary of Early Scholarly Communication
Early scholarly communication provided the means for bringing the scholar out of
seclusion and into a community where ideas and discoveries could more rapidly and
universally be shared. Initially, this communication took the form of letters and other
written correspondence, which was sometimes published, such as the Epistolarum
Medicinalm Centurea (1663-67) in Five Volumes, the 400 letters of Thomas Bartholimus
(Van Patten, 1932). The earliest written journal, the Journal des Scavans, a French
weekly publication begun in 1665, played a major role in establishing the international
scientific community (Gross, Harmon, & Reidy, 2000). In the History o f Scientific
Periodicals, Kronick (1962) identified the two primary functions of scientific periodicals:
“that of serving as a vehicle for the communication of new discoveries and ideas, and that
of acting as a repository of knowledge” (p. 8). These two measures accurately portray
scholarly communication as it will be applied in this study.
Development and Growth of American Journals
The first American scientific journal, published by Johns Hopkins University in
1877, was The American Journal of Mathematics (Rudolph, 1962). A few years later,
other universities published their own journals: Astrophysical Journal was published at
the University of Chicago in 1882; Political Science Quarterly was published in 1886 at
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Columbia University; Quarterly Journal of Economics was published in 1886 at Harvard
University; and Philosophical Review, published in 1892, from Cornell (Slosson, 1910).
As time went on, scientific literature proliferated in the United States. In 1898, the
University of Chicago printed 150,000 copies of their journals in one year (Goodspeed,
1916). Much later, by the 1950s, Price (1963) determined that the growth of scientific
research doubled every 15 years, stating, "Scientists have always felt themselves to be
awash in a sea of scientific literature that augments in each decade as much as in all times
before" (p. 15). Chubin (1975) noted that the number of references per article in the
sociological literature increased steadily from 1950 to 1970, indicating a burgeoning of
the literature. Between 1970 and 1990, the Physics Abstracts database grew from
624,000 records to 2,852,000 records, doubling approximately every 10 years (Abel &
Newlin, 2002). Journal publication has grown at exponential rates since the inception of
printed scientific communication. In part, this may be the result of the increased rate of
spending on research in the United States. Currently, the federal government spends $15
billion on university research, while industry and other sources spend $10 billion (Abel &
Newlin, 2002).
The university plays a major role in supporting research and publication and in
acquiring and promoting knowledge: "I view knowledge and its constituent bundles of
fields as defining the work of universities and the people in them" (Stoner, 1966, p. 4).
Looking at the origins of the modern university is useful in understanding its role in
supporting research and publication and the proliferation of journal publication.
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The Role of the University in Shaping and
Supporting Research and Publication
The discussion of the modern university originated with Wilhelm von Humboldt
in 1809 at the University of Berlin, which was sometimes referred to in the literature as
the "Humboldt" university (Ash, 1997). Humboldt’s summary of the German model:
This much is agreed upon; it is easy to see that in the inner organization of higher
institutions of learning everything depends on the preservation of the principle
that knowledge is to be regarded as something not wholly found and never wholly
findable, but as something ever to be searched out.
As soon as one stops searching for knowledge, or if one imagines that it
need not be creatively sought in the depths of the human spirit but can be
assembled extensively by collecting and classifying facts, everything is
irrevocably and forever lost, lost for learning which soon vanishes so far out of
the picture that it even leaves language behind like an empty pod, and lost for the
state as well. For only that learning which comes from the inside and can be
transplanted into the inside can transform character; and the state, like humanity
in general, cares little about knowledge and talk but a great deal about character
and actions. (Humboldt, 1963, p. 134)
Humboldt (1963) recognized the importance of state support for higher learning
but believed that the state should not play a role in dictating the academic processes that
occurred within the university. The German government provided funding for research
universities and supported scientific research extensively, allowing scholars to pursue
their own research interests. The American research university was led by the German
university in its devotion to the advancement of science and the teaching of advanced
knowledge to students.
Prior to the development of the university in the United States, interested scholars
attended German universities to complete the Ph.D., returning to America to establish
similar institutions in the United States (Cordesco, 1960). The first Ph.D. awarded in the
United States was from Yale in 1861, and it was not until that time that the university
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began to take shape in the United States (Jencks & Riesman, 1968). Daniel Coit Gilman,
the first president of Johns Hopkins University, was strongly influenced by the German
model, spending a winter at the University of Berlin, where he absorbed the ideas that he
incorporated into the founding of Johns Hopkins in 1876 (French, 1946). The founding
practices Gilman used from the German model included a focus on research, graduate
education, and the hiring of German-trained faculty (Hawkins, 1960). Gilman (1885)
emphasized the importance of the acquisition, conservation, refinement, and distribution
of knowledge. While Gilman emphasized research at Johns Hopkins, he continued to be
influenced by the early American college ideal:
Let us hope that the American universities will cherish all branches of learning,
giving precedence only to those that sound judgment indicates as most useful in
our day... let neither novelty nor age prejudice us against that which will serve
mankind. Let not our love of science diminish our love of letters. (Gilman, 1886,
P-211)
Harvard also played a role in establishing research as a model for American
higher education. Charles Eliot, president of Harvard from 1869 to 1909, was influential
in Harvard's development as a university. Eliot was a graduate of Harvard with a
background and interest in chemistry and metalurgy. He taught at Harvard's Lawrence
Scientific School following graduation from Harvard, until he was dismissed in 1863. At
the time he was dismissed from the Lawrence Scientific School, he traveled in Europe,
visiting German universities and college preparatory schools in France. The concepts
Eliot learned from both the German and French models influenced his ideas in
establishing graduate and professional education at Harvard (Hawkins, 1972). When
Eliot returned from Europe, he taught at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology from
1865 to 1869. Once at Harvard, Eliot was influential in developing graduate education.
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In 1890, the Graduate Department at Harvard became the Graduate School, creating a
new Faculty of Arts and Sciences (which combined the Harvard College and Lawrence
Scientific School faculties), thus establishing the university at Harvard (Morison, 1946).
When the University of Chicago formed in the late 1800s, colleges in the East
took note. The primary focus of the University of Chicago was research, and most of its
faculty acquired Ph D s from the research universities in Germany. While Chicago
focused on becoming the best research university in the country, it was also devoted to
the study of culture and early classics (Veysey, 1965).
Founded for the explicit purpose of graduate research, Johns Hopkins emulated
the German university model more than any other American institution and is regarded as
the earliest dedicated primarily to research in the United States (Fye, 1991). Johns
Hopkins retained funding to ensure that faculty could pursue research in advanced
laboratory facilities, while teaching at the same time. The pursuit and furtherance of
knowledge was the main goal of Johns Hopkins, a goal that became most evident with the
opening of the medical school in 1893 (Harvey, Brieger, Abrams, & McKusick, 1989).
Up to this point, medical education focused primarily on practice, with little regard to
clinical research. By the end of the 19^ century, other universities were forming their
own research agendas, as well: "By 1910, if a research-oriented observer had been asked
to name the leading American universities, he probably would have listed Harvard,
Chicago, Columbia, and Johns Hopkins—in that order" (Veysey, 1965, p. 171). Charles
Eliot, at Harvard, led the way in developing the elective system, which provided a basis
for the division of the disciplines on university campuses (Hawkins, 1972). While
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disciplines stand on their own, universities give them status and legitimization (Geiger,
1986).
By the beginning of the First World War, about 25 major universities existed in
the United States. Following the war, the American university shifted from the strict
German ideal of pure research toward a uniquely American organization that combined
both teaching and research (Worthington, 1997). Eventually, as the amalgamation of
American colleges and universities evolved, even smaller, private institutions sought to
emulate the larger institutions by adopting "university" into their titles, or requiring
faculty to publish to achieve tenure (Boyer, 1990; Jacobson, 1992; Morrow, 1993). A
"scientific ethos" permeated American colleges and universities, creating among faculty a
drive toward publication and research (Light, 1974). The concept of imitation of the
larger institutions in higher education by smaller colleges and universities was recognized
and articulated as the "academic procession" by critic Riesman (1956):
What I do want to advocate, however, is that as long as institutions look to each
other for models of what to accept and what to reject, they widen their awareness
of the shifting contexts into which their communications fall. Thus, I hope that
avant-garde professors can more often realize the way in which they are
responsible for what happens in the large middle sections of the procession—how
their kit of ideas, whether these are progressive education or the rejection of it,
Freud or Jung, Bartok or Dave Brubeck, or the vogue of Kipling, spread through
all the media which connect the centers of high culture with nationwide orbits and
circuits, (p. 41)
Pace (1974) looked at the changes in academic programs and types of students
from 1950 to 1970 and found that mission statements and specific programs had grown
less distinctive over time. Montgomery (1994) argued that the increased emphasis on
science as a model for graduate work had resulted in a race for institutions of higher
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education at all levels to pursue research. Fairweather (1994) noted the universal
structural homogenization of faculty reward structures in higher education.
Throughout the late 1950s and 1960s, the government began increasing its
allocation of dollars to universities for research, leading Eisenhower (1981) to surmise
that government contracts had become substitutes for intellectual curiosity. Beginning in
the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s, as student aid was decreasing and more students
enrolled in higher education, the federal government increased research funding to major
universities supporting defense and health initiatives as a result of the Cold War
(Graham & Diamond, 1997). Hackett (1990) found that research had become more
important as federal dollars to support it increased.
Research universities fuel the drive to perform research and publish, thereby
giving structure to the furtherance and advancement of knowledge. Without the support
of universities, very little would be done to provide the resources necessary for
performing research and advancing knowledge. The meaning of university has generally
"come to connote an educational institution of large size which affords instruction of an
advanced nature in all the main branches of learning” (Brubacher & Rudy, 1996,
pp. 143-144). The university provides infrastructure to advance knowledge, and the
framework of what constitutes legitimate knowledge is built directly into the composition
of the research university:
Educational institutions have epistemologies. They hold conceptions of what
counts as legitimate knowledge and how you know what you claim to know.
These theories of knowledge need not be consciously espoused by individuals, for
they are built into institutional structures and practices. (Schon, 1995, p. 27)
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The mission and purpose of the university has been described in many treatises;
this one, explicated by Gasset (2001) in Mission o f the University, identifies knowledge
as its center:
In its proper and authentic sense, science is exclusively investigation: The setting
up of problems, working at them, and arriving at their solution to investigate is to
discover truth, or inversely, to demonstrate an error. To know means to assimilate
a truth into one's consciousness, to possess a fact after it has been attained and
secured, (p. 50)
“The university is the intellect, it is science, erected into an institution” (p. 76). Veblen
(1918/1954) also described the role of the university and its place among scholars:
Yet, when all these sophistications of practical wisdom are duly allowed for, the
fact remains that the university is, in usage, precedent, and commonsense
preconception, an establishment for the conservation and advancement of the
higher learning, devoted to a disinterested pursuit of knowledge.- (p. 85)
Universities stand as a foundation for the performance of research and supply an avenue
for representation and support of the disciplines. The research university gives shape to
disciplines and the work expressed in disciplines through journal publications.
Development of a Discipline
The journal is quite distinct from the book in its periodicity, and in its publication
at specific intervals of time. It is the collective achievement of thousands of individuals,
and it imposes a process of critical review on professional work. Peers review one
another's work and determine which articles are worthy of publication, possibly ensuring
that the best work is published (Zuckerman & Merton, 1971). Through journals, scholars
have the potential of influencing the direction of thought a discipline may take.
Hagstrom (1965) noted that scholars writing in every discipline produce a "disciplinary
ideology" that may come to serve as tradition within the discipline.
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Kuhn (1970) created a conceptual framework for the development and emergence
of scientific knowledge and introduced to popular understanding the concept of the
paradigm—a unique way of viewing and thinking about particular models, problems, and
ideas shared by a community of specialists. Kuhn observed the effect that personal
experience and universal acceptance play in determining scientific discovery:
Which of the many conceivable experiments relevant to the new field does he
elect to perform first? And what aspects of the complex phenomenon that then
results strike him as particularly relevant to an elucidation of the nature of
chemical change or of electrical affinity? For the individual, at least, and
sometimes for the scientific community as well, answers to questions like these
are often essential determinants of scientific development. What differentiated
these various schools was not one or another failure of method—they were all
"scientific"—but what we shall come to call their incommensurable ways of seeing
the world and of practicing science in it. Observation and experience can and
must drastically restrict the range of admissible scientific belief else there would
be no science, (p. 4)
Kuhn summarized what declares a field a discipline: a paradigm that "guides the whole
group’s research" (p. 22), where consensus determines reality. The level of consensus in
a discipline determines the publication outcomes of its researchers, and thereby
influences the discipline's stratification system. In the natural sciences, it has been shown
that rejection rates for publication average between 20% to 30%, while rejection rates in
sociology and political science remain around 80%. Publication rates are higher in
disciplines with highly developed theory and methodology, while publication rates in
fields with less agreement among scholars tend to be lower (Zuckerman & Merton,
1971). Garvey, Lin, and Nelson (1970) showed that in the social sciences, rejection
occurred as a result of an inappropriate match between the journal and the subject
covered in the article; whereas, rejection in the physical sciences occurred as a result of
weakness in theory or methodology. It has also been shown that longer dissertations are
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written in fields like the social sciences and humanities, where low consensus occurs,
while shorter dissertations are written in disciplines with high consensus, such as
mathematics and the natural sciences (Hargens, 1975).
Biglan (1973) found similarities and differences between academic departments at
a university in Illinois and a small private college in the State of Washington. He
clustered academic areas into several dimensions by departmental task and practical
application and showed that each academic area tests different sets of problems and
methods, either hard/soft and/or pure/applied. Through his analysis of tasks, Biglan
determined that educational administration and supervision was a sofit/applied academic
department, while departments such as astronomy and chemistry were hard/pure. Biglan
assumed that classification by academic department represented the disciplines but was
much easier than classification by discipline (Cresswell & Roskens, 1981).
Biglan's model offered a systematic framework for exploring the role of cognitive
processes in academic departments, linking his model to Kuhn's (1970) understanding of
paradigm development, which is based on theoretical agreement among scholars within a
field. Lodahl and Gordon (1972) surveyed 80 different university graduate departments
in physics, chemistry, sociology, and political science to compare paradigmatic
development of the disciplines in those departments. Four fields were chosen to
represent two separate levels of paradigm development: Physics and chemistry
represented high levels of development, while sociology and political science represented
lower levels of development. Through a variety of measures, Lodahl and Gordon found
several distinctions between fields that were highly developed and those that were less
developed. In the more developed fields, there was agreement among faculty regarding
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curriculum development; whereas, in the lesser developed fields, faculty could not easily
agree on curriculum standards and offerings. In sociology and political science, for
example, faculty were least willing to advise doctoral students, while faculty in the more
developed fields, like chemistry, solicited graduate advisees. Overall, the authors found
that “university professors in a given scientific field must operate at the level of
predictability permitted by the structure of knowledge within that field. Social scientists
operate in a much less predictable and therefore more anxious environment than physical
scientists” (p. 70).
Kuhn (1970) speculated that paradigmatic development is still taking place in the
social sciences. If this is so, it may still be occurring in the field of higher education.
The development of a paradigm indicates maturity within a particular field or discipline;
as defined by Lodahl and Gordon (1972), "the essence of the paradigm concept is the
degree of consensus or sharing of beliefs within a scientific field about theory,
methodology, techniques, and problems" (p. 58).
A more highly developed paradigm, or more clearly distinguished consensus
among colleagues, facilitates increased communication among researchers and makes the
process of teaching and research more amenable and defined. Hutchins (1949), in his
report on The State of the University, 1929-1949, recognized that "the progress of
scholarship varies directly with the freedom of communication among scholars" (p. 35).
Collectively, a discipline is represented, shared, and developed through scientific
communication, which is reflected through the publication of articles in the journal
literature. Lodahl and Gordon (1972) noted:
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Our results seem to indicate that there are differences between disciplines that go
to the heart of teaching, research, and student-faculty relationships. Any attempt
to change the university must take into account the intimate relations between the
structure of knowledge in different fields and the vastly different styles with
which university departments operate, (p. 71)
Research psychologist Jamie-Lynn Magnusson (1997) presented Kuhn's theory
from a personal point of view:
I assist in creating a social reality, develop hypotheses embedded within these
realities, and then test these hypotheses against the data of social reality I myself
have helped to create! But, unlike the students of literature described earlier, I
have not been trained to read these activities like a text and to detect the
sub-textual themes of my research practice. I have been indoctrinated, but have
not been politicized in the critical sense of understanding my own indoctrination,
and I have not been equipped with the skills to challenge my indoctrination.
(p. 204)
Bibliometrics and the Measurement
of Scholarly Communication
Bibliometrics is a method of analyzing communication among researchers, or "the
application of mathematics and statistical methods to books and other media of
communication as a research method" (Borgman, 1990, p. 11). Bibliometrics has been
used primarily as an unobtrusive research process to examine the growth of scientific
literature and "has clearly become established as a sub-discipline with applications in the
history and sociology of knowledge, in communication, and in library and information
science” (Lawani, 1981, p. 296). Bibliometrics reveals connections among scholars, such
as citation patterns (citation analysis), the content of the material published (content
analysis), or simple publication counts (King, 1987). It has been used in various
disciplines, including communications (Reeves & Borgman, 1983), computer science
(Subramanyam, 1976), economics (Coats, 1971), education (DeYoung, 1985), library and
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information science (Enger et al., 1989), psychology (Meyers, 1970), and sociology
(Smalley, 1981), among many others.
Chemistry was the earliest discipline to utilize bibliometrics through citation
analysis by ranking journals according to the number of times they were cited, and
thereby producing a list of indispensable journals (Gross & Gross, 1927). Some
bibliometric studies have shown a correlation between the research institutions where
authors obtained their degrees and publication rates (Johnson, 1992). Using bibliometrics
as a tool for examining the research of a discipline may indicate the maturity of the
discipline itself, for without a body of extensive literature or research, bibliometrics
cannot be performed. For example, citation analysis links references embodied within
one article to the article of origin to determine the number of times a particular author or
journal is cited a number of years after publication. Without an established literature
over a period of time, citation analysis would not be possible.
The measurement of citations is based on the assumption that those articles,
authors, or journals that are cited have an impact on the ongoing accumulation of
scientific knowledge. In one of the first recognized articles using Science Citation Index
to measure citation productivity, Bayer and Folger (1966) said, "What people cite in
scientific writing is in general what they think is important; no other single measure gets
at his contribution so directly" (p. 386). Essentially, with bibliometrics, the work
performed and published by researchers is analyzed and examined:
What is scientific about scientific research lies not in its execution but in its
publication. Scientific research is recognizable as such not because of the
conditions under which it is performed but because of the way it is presented and
published. As researchers begin to question conventional wisdom regarding the
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workings of science, they turn to research papers as one directly observable
scientific output available for analysis. (Pierce, 1990, p. 55)
Bibliometrics and Social Stratification in Publication
In his extensively cited work, Little Science, Big Science, Derek J. de Solla Price
(1963) explained how science could be duplicated by other scientists, primarily at the
same time in history, likening it to an apple tree that is ripe for picking. Many scientists
reach for the same fruit, or truth/reality at the same time, but not all of them are
recognized for their work. Those who go unrecognized may well be making as
significant a contribution. Price (1963) observed that scientists publish their work in
order to ensure that they receive recognition for their discoveries, much like inventors
patent their ideas. In the literature, it can be seen that publishing operates as a
collaborative process, bringing together in one place the work of certain areas of study,
and giving opportunity for others to make progress. Price (1963) proposed a science to
study science, by examining the exponential growth of publication in science. From the
publication of the first journal, Journal des Scavans, science has "advanced steadily
through more than five orders of magnitude in more than 250 years" (Price, 1963, p. 16),
and, therefore, moved from little science to big science. Through Price's (1963) analysis,
he determined that few scholars publish many papers; numerous scientists publish a first
or second paper and never go on to publish more, while other scientists exceed the first
two, and go on to publish many. He likened the pooling of talent to population studies,
where large numbers of people are located in cities, and few people are located in rural
areas. Likewise, in science, the most notable scientists congregate at the larger, more
popular research universities.
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Price (1975) used bibliometric analysis to show that "an author of many papers is
more likely to publish again than one who has been less prolific" (p. 292). In this sense, a
"Matthew Effect" is created: "Take therefore the talent from him, and give it unto him
which hath ten talents. For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have
abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath"
(Matthew 25:28, 29, KJV). This statement follows Jesus' parable of the talents, in which
the person who buried his talents was chastised, and what he had was given to the person
who had already taken his talents and increased them. Robert K. Merton introduced the
"Matthew Effect" to the sociological literature in his notable publication in Science on
January 5, 1968.
Examples of Social Stratification
Based on Harriet Zuckerman's (1965) interviews with Nobel laureates, Merton
(1968) postulated that renowned scientists publish more than scientists who are unknown,
resulting "in the accruing of greater increments of recognition for particular scientific
contributions to scientists of considerable repute and the withholding of such recognition
from scientists who have not yet made their mark" (p. 58). Sociology is an example of a
formal communication system that is stratified (Lin, Garvey, & Nelson, 1970; Lin &
Nelson, 1969). Merton (1968) discussed whether universities with the most resources
attracted the most talented scientists and published more than scientists from
lesser-endowed institutions:
Without deliberate intent on the part of any group, the reward system thus
influences the “class structure” of science by providing a stratified distribution of
chances, among scientists, for enlarging their role as investigators. The process
provides differential access to the means of scientific production. This becomes
all the more important in the current historical shift from little science to big
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science, with its expensive and often centralized equipment needed for research.
There is thus a continuing interplay between the status system, based on honor
and esteem, and the class system, based on differential life-chances, which locates
scientists in differing positions within the opportunity structure of science, (p. 57)
Social stratification in the structure of the disciplines is represented in the scholarly
literature: "For the development of science, only work that is effectively perceived and
utilized by other scientists matters" (Merton, 1968, p. 60).
The social stratification of science was clearly put forth by Cole and Cole (1967),
who showed the inaccuracy of the assumption that many small contributions to science
make way for the great contributions of science. In the same manner, with a different set
of data, John R. Cole (1970) showed that the process of publication in the scientific
literature is "highly stratified," that "even the men who make these 'smaller' discoveries
come principally from the top strata of the scientific community" (p. 379). Stephen Cole
(1970) realized that authors with little or no recognition benefit from collaborating with
authors who are well known. In accordance with Price's (1963) discoveries, John R. Cole
(1970) found that 60% of all publications in physics came from a small group of
physicists. Cole and Cole (1973) went on together to develop a typology of influences on
scientific development that includes sources of influence both internal and external to the
institution and types of influence that are intellectual and social. Cole and Cole, along
with other science historians and sociologists of science, examined how science
progresses, and how the various influences are played out in the academic sphere through
publication, awards, and honors. They concluded that this communication process plays
the most important role in what is advanced in a discipline and what is not:
Scientific advance is dependent on the efficient communication of ideas. Plainly,
only those discoveries that come to be known can have an impact on the
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development of science. Only then do they become functionally relevant for the
advance of science. Without efficient communication of ideas, rewards could not
be allocated properly. Recognition is conditional upon the visibility of scientific
work. Visibility is a function of effective communication. Only through an
analysis of the scientific network of communication can we establish the “payoff’
to scientists of being strategically located in that communication system, (p. 16)
Social Stratification and Females
in Research and Publication
Cole and Cole (1973) performed a similar study to determine if there was sexual
discrimination across institutions for females in science holding Ph.D.s and found that
sex had only a minor effect on the prestige of the scientist's academic affiliation;
however, there was a significant difference between the number of scientific papers
published by males, compared to females: Males publish more than females. It was also
found that sex status had a significant independent effect overall on academic rank:
Females were not as frequently promoted to senior positions, especially at better
universities, as males. In a review of 50 studies of scientists from a variety of scientific
disciplines and types of institutions during the mid 1970s to the early 1980s, Cole and
Zuckerman (1984) learned that males publish 50%-60% more than females. In
wondering why this phenomenon occurred, Cole and Zuckerman speculated that perhaps
females respond somewhat differently than males to positive and negative reinforcement
of their work, resulting in lower production by females. In reviewing the progress of
female scientists over the last 100 years, Harriet Zuckerman (1991) noted that careers
"have changed considerably, but change has been slow and uneven" (p. 55). Price (1963)
noted in Little Science, Big Science that a great deal of opportunity is lost when females
do not enter scientific fields, and recognized in factoring the number of people who enter
science and succeed is cut in half by the "wastage of scientific woman power" (p. 54).
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Many studies have shown that female P h D s publish less than their male counterparts
(Astin, 1969; Babchuk & Bates, 1962; Bernard, 1964; Centra, 1974; Long, 1990;
Persell, 1983).
Through an examination of the three major roles in a university, namely, research,
teaching, and service, Park (1996) wondered why females are promoted to full professor
less frequently than males, and pinpointed the emphasis at universities on research as the
cause. Essentially, Park speculated that teaching and committee work is seen as
"woman's work," while research, which is more quantifiable, is seen as "man's work."
She wondered if the inherent structure of the university itself is biased regarding females,
since research and publication is necessary for promotion and tenure, while outstanding
teaching and service, though necessary, will not by themselves ensure tenure.
These differences in "research productivity" can be explained by females'
structural position in the university: Females, as a group, carry heavier teaching loads,
bear greater responsibility for undergraduate education, and have more service
commitments. Females also have less access to graduate teaching assistants, travel funds,
research monies, laboratory equipment, and release time for research. The net result is
that utilizing research as the primary criterion for tenure and promotion, while devaluing
teaching and service, will not separate the men from the boys (or the women from the
girls) so much as it will separate the men from the women. As Harding (1993) claims,
women are in large part
assigned responsibility for domestic and emotional labor in their workplaces as
well as in their homes, whereas men are assigned the "head" work. And, as in the
home, these two functions are causally related, hence inside the university, as
outside it, we find a gendered division of labor wherein women assume primary
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responsibility for nurturing the young and serving men, but receive little credit for
doing so. (p. 55)
In a considerable number of areas and across several measures, Valian (1998)
found that in academia, females earned less than males and were overrepresented in
low-status and untenured positions. According to Valian, in 1996-1997, 96% of males at
universities nationwide were in tenured or tenure-track appointments, compared to 85%
of females, and females were also employed more often by low-prestige schools, and
employed less by high-prestige institutions. To summarize her extensive work compiling
data to show the disparities between males and females in academe and other
professional areas, Valian summarized:
The data demonstrate that women in academia are substantially under-rewarded.
They are paid less, promoted more slowly, and tenured more slowly. Except for
the number of women in assistant and associate professor positions, progress from
1980 to 1996 was slow and slight in every area. Nor can women's slower
advancement be accounted for by a lower standard of performance. Even when
productivity is controlled for, women earn less and achieve tenure more slowly
than men do. And, as chapter 12 shows, although women publish less than men
(based on the 1984 work by Zuckerman and Cole), what they publish is of higher
quality, as measured by the number of times their work is cited by other scholars
in their field, (pp. 248-249)
In the July/August 1995 issue of Academe, an article entitled “Women Faculty
Frozen in Time” by West (1995) noted:
In 1920, when women won the right to vote, 26 percent of lull-time faculty in
American higher education were women. In 1995, 31 percent of full-time faculty
in American higher education are women—an increase of 5 percent over
seventy-five years, (p. 26)
In the same issue of Academe (July/August 1995) on a short overview of the
contributions to higher education of M. Carey Thomas (second president of Bryn Mawr
college in 1894), Horowitz (1995) discusses two lectures Thomas delivered to the
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Association of Collegiate Alumnae (subsequently renamed the American Association of
University Women). In the lectures, Thomas addresses the difficult question, "Why are
there no women geniuses?" (p. 13). Horowitz points out, "Thomas argues that real
scholarship is produced in social circumstances still denied to women" (p. 13). In later
discussions, regarding graduate education for women, Thomas was noted as saying, "The
highest service which colleges can render to their time is to discover and foster
imaginative and constructive genius" (p. 14).
Several studies have shown that females also publish less in higher education
literature (Hunter, 1986; Hunter & Kuh, 1987). In a study of higher education journals
regarding sex and publication, Creamer (1994) found that between 1979 and 1983, only 8
females, compared to 25 males, accounted for four or more articles in seven journals over
five years (most were found to be employed by doctoral-granting institutions). "The fact
that women constitute a distinct minority on the faculty of most institutions, but
especially at doctoral-granting research institutions, probably partly explains the lower
rate of publication of women" (p. 38).
The Use of Bibliometrics to Measure
Social Stratification
Lotka's (1926) law is a formulaic representation of how many times scholars are
cited in literature. Examining Chemical Abstracts from 1907-1916 and Auerbach's
Geschichtstafeln der Physik, which covers the range of history up to and including 1910,
Lotka determined the frequency distribution of scientific productivity, using the inverse
square law as a model and applying it to the number of times individual names were
listed in the index. He discovered the following:
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In the cases examined it is found that the number of persons making 2
contributions is about one-fourth of those making one; the number making 3
contributions is about one-ninth, etc.; the number making n contributions is about
1:n2 of those making one; and the proportion, of all contributors, that make a
single contribution is about 60 percent, (p. 323)
For instance, in the logarithmic frequency diagram plotted by Lotka, it was shown that of
most of the articles published, say between 10-30 were published by 1% of the authors
listed. In other studies, it has been shown that approximately 90% of the research
literature is written by 10% of the scholars (Berelson, 1960; Ladd, 1979). Lotka's law
has been used repeatedly throughout the literature utilizing this type of bibliometric
analysis. Through this type of analysis, the social stratification of publications in science
discussed by Merton (1968) and Cole and Cole (1973) may be made known.
Examination of the Higher Education
Literature Using Bibliometrics
It has been contested whether higher education itself is a discipline or field of
study. Early in its development, as courses of study in higher education began to be
taught more widely at colleges and universities, Burnett (1973) performed a review of the
literature to determine whether or not higher education could be considered a specialized
field and concluded that higher education still appeared to be "an emerging scholarly
field of study but not considered a specialized field of study" (p. 13). In the same year,
Hobbs and Francis (1973) sought to develop a taxonomy to distinguish among the
publications produced by higher educationists, finding that "higher education is simply
not a discipline" (p. 56), asserting two points: “Higher education needs theorists; it sorely
lacks theory; [and] an absolute requisite for theoretical development in higher education
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is the active solicitation of theoretical material by the publication channels of the field,
especially by the journals” (p. 59).
An example of theoretical development may be found through the research
methodologies employed in the literature of a discipline (Enger et al., 1989). Kellams
(1975) performed a content analysis of 1,130 abstracts to journals in higher education
through the Inventory o f Current Research on Postsecondary Education 1972. He
discovered that "theoretical research, available in the disciplinary journals, is rare in the
higher education journals" (p. 139), and that simple descriptive research techniques were
most commonly employed. Of the field of higher education, Kellams stated:
First, the field is immature and needs a descriptive knowledge base. Second, it is
an applied professional field of study as reflected by about one-half of the studies
falling into the policy research or developmental categories. Third, the
relationship of the study of higher education to theory is a problematical one.
(p. 152)
Clearly, early in its development, higher education lacked a theoretical base. As
time went on, the concern for a solid foundation in the development of higher education
continued, and the literature of higher education was once again examined for answers to
the discipline's development. Bayer (1983) sought to define a list of journals publishing
only higher education literature, thinking that journals would imply an "established" field
of inquiry:
Implicit in the question is whether or not the field of higher education is
"established" as a distinctively separate area of inquiry, with its own stratification
system of field-specific periodicals and an identifiable “core” of journals, or is it
principally a sub-specialty within the field of education, or does it more closely
mirror the characteristics of an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary field of
inquiry? (p. 104)
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Bayer (1983) found that higher education is multidisciplinary as well as
interdisciplinary, an "intrafield specialty" (p. 112), as represented by the interdisciplinary
results of the literature examined in his study. In his article, Silverman (1982) developed
a schema of 16 manuscript types to determine specializations within the field of higher
education. Through his work, Silverman learned that the reviewing process needs further
scrutiny, suspecting that reviewers publish what they think the discipline of higher
education should be, rather than what it really is.
In her doctoral thesis, The Search for "Higher Education" as an Academic Field
o f Study, Vigil (1991) concluded that higher education was still emerging. She based her
conclusion on the fact that faculty mostly from outside the discipline of higher education
did research or published in higher education. Vigil noted, "Higher education program
faculty found themselves in the paradoxical position of trying to build a field of study,
while what scholarship there was had been generated largely from outside higher
education programs" (p. 71). In Key Resources on Higher Education Governance,
Management, and Leadership (Peterson & Mets, 1987), a review of the literature about
academic officers shows that "the literature on these positions is uneven in quality and
scattered throughout several fields" (p. 464).
Hunter and Kuh (1987) identified prolific contributors to the literature of higher
education, and interviewed them to determine their various characteristics, finding that
over 75% of the respondents were employed at public Ph.D. granting institutions.
Approximately 50% of the subjects studied by Hunter and Kuh held faculty appointments
or institutional research appointments, while 30% were administrators. The prolific
authors published an average of 6 books or monographs and 36 articles and chapters in
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their lifetimes. Seventy-six percent of the males were more likely than the females (50%)
to describe their doctoral programs as research oriented. Hunter and Kuh summarized
their work as follows:
Members of the community of high producers are predominantly white males, a
finding that underscores the importance of learning more about the existence and
influence of cumulative advantages for men and cumulative disadvantages faced
by women and minorities, (p. 458)
“It would be particularly helpful to know what might be done to increase the number of
women and minority contributors to the higher education literature” (p. 459).
In a somewhat related extensive study, Stephen Cole (2003) discovered a
correlation between affirmative action quotas in the admissions process on college
campuses and the lack of a diverse workforce among college faculty. Minority students
drawn to the top schools through affirmative action policies did not appear to receive
undergraduate grades that were high enough for admittance to graduate schools. As a
result, there is a small pool of minorities available for faculty positions. Cole (2003)
performed the research through existing studies as well as questionnaires completed by
7,612 undergraduates at 34 selective public and private institutions. Of the students
studied, only 9% of the African American graduating seniors in the arts and sciences said
they would become professors, and only 12% of the Hispanics completing the
questionnaire said they would continue on to the professorate. Simmons and Thurgood
(1995) reported on 1994 data that females earned 39% of the doctorates awarded that
year. Similarities may exist between the policies giving access to higher education for
minority students and access for females. Underrepresentation occurs in the professorate
for both groups.
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Budd (1988) performed a bibliometric analysis of the Journal o f Higher
Education, Research in Higher Education, and the Review o f Higher Education, applying
Lotka's law and Bradford's law to his analysis. Bradford's law has shown that those
journals cited the most tend to form the nucleus of a discipline (Boyce & Funk, 1978;
Brookes, 1977; Drott & Griffith, 1978). Lotka's law demonstrates that a small number of
authors publish the most literature within a given discipline. Lotka's law was further
supported by Price (1963), among many others. From the 569 articles examined, Budd
(1988) showed similarities between the literature of higher education and the laws
formulated by Bradford and Lotka, recognizing the importance of future research in
higher education to examine the "nature of the literature as it represents the behavior of
the scholars" (p. 189). Later, Budd (1990) conducted a study of citation patterns in
education literature, finding the journals in education that were most frequently cited.
Twenty-five journals were identified; of these, 10 were devoted exclusively to higher
education. By identifying a literature, it may be shown that higher education indeed
owns a literature and authorship that is uniquely its own. Through Budd's (1988, 1990)
work, obvious examples of authors publishing a higher education literature exist, for
without a body of extensive literature or research, bibliometric analysis could not be
performed. The analysis also reveals the extent of maturation of the discipline: "Herein
lies one rationale for the retrospective analysis of information relevant to published
research: study the exemplars to assess paradigmatic maturity of a discipline" (Chubin,
1975, p. 157). Within the literature lies evidence of the maturation of a discipline.
Little has been done in the literature of higher education to determine the subject
content of the literature published. Hood et al. (1979) examined the Journal o f College
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Student Development for the years 1959-1974 and found that a large portion of the
articles dealt with orientation, housing, discipline, student activities, and a small portion
related to admissions and placement. Kuh and Bursky (1980) examined 1,268 articles in
four student affairs journals between 1970 and 1978 and categorized the articles by type
of article, such as Philosophical/Theoretical, Research/Evaluation, Review of the
Literature, and Program Description, finding that approximately 50% fell within the
Research/Evaluation category. Kellams (1975) performed a content analysis on the
literature of higher education to determine the research orientation of the literature and
found that "theoretical research was rare among the abstracts analyzed" (p. 152). While
Kellams performed a content analysis, he did not examine the subject content of the
abstracts studied. Overall, very little research exists discussing the subject content of the
literature of higher education.
The Role of Faculty in Supporting
Research and Publication
John Henry Newman (1996) recognized that faculty advance knowledge through
research and extend it through teaching. Full-time faculty are paid to perform research
and publish, and rewarded through promotion and tenure when their work is published in
the scholarly journals of their disciplines (Hoyt, 1974). Sometimes, faculty may be more
devoted to their discipline than the university. In other instances, faculty may be more
dedicated to teaching, and find that research limits the amount of time they can dedicate
to teaching (Caplow & McGee, 1959). In any case, it is faculty who are responsible for
the writing and lab work required to support the structures in place that support research
and carry on knowledge. Most faculty obtain their doctorates at major research
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universities where research is promoted. It is through training at the graduate level that
faculty become scholars and pursue lifelong occupations of writing and research,
regardless of the institution size and scope where they end up living out their careers
(Braxton & Toombs, 1982; Daly, 1994).
Federal support of large research initiatives has also caught the attention of
faculty who apply for and receive research funding. With the increase in enrollment and
the increase in federal research dollars to major research institutions, faculty may be torn
between a focus on teaching and attention to research (Braxton, 1983). Since funding for
research has been allotted to specific areas, some of the smaller research institutions have
not received funding comparable to the larger universities. It has been shown that the
faculty at major research universities have performed more research and published more
frequently than their counterparts at smaller institutions (Berelson, 1960; Ladd, 1979).
Studies indicate that faculty at all types of institutions are spending increasingly
more time researching and publishing (Bentley & Blackburn, 1990; Milem, Berger, &
Dey, 2000). Many studies have shown that faculty perform research and publish in order
to achieve promotion and tenure (Babchuck & Bates, 1962; DeYoung, 1985; Fox, 1983;
Holly, 1977; Kasten, 1984; Lewis, 1980; Ruscio, 1987; Tien & Blackburn, 1996) or to
pursue their own curiosity and determination for discovering the unknown (McKeachie,
1979; Tien, 2000). Faculty and administrators at the research institutions surveyed by
Pellino, Blackburn, and Boberg (1984) agree that "publishing is the essence of
scholarship" (p. 114). In an extensive study of 494 deans and chairpersons, Suppa and
Zirkel (1983) found that 89% regarded the publication of articles in refereed journals as
an important factor in promotion and tenure decisions. In an article published in the
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March/April 2000 issue of Change, the National Center for Postsecondary Improvement
shows the results of 378 interviews with faculty from a sample of 19 colleges and
universities across the Carnegie Classifications from Liberal Arts Colleges to Research
Universities. It was found that 94% of the faculty consider tenure and promotion an
important goal, while nearly 75% are motivated by salary and merit increases.
Milem et al. (2000) observed that faculty at doctoral and comprehensive
institutions spent a greater amount of time doing research and that faculty at the
institutions with the highest Carnegie Classification have a distinct advantage when it
comes to faculty allotment of time for research. Bentley and Blackburn (1990) also
found that institutions at the top of the hierarchy have retained their publication
advantage over time.
Institutional Affiliation and Scholarly Productivity
Some studies have shown that the rank of the higher education institution
influences publication and research activity (Bentley & Blackburn, 1990; Dey, Milem, &
Berger, 1997; Milem et al., 2000). In a recent study, Milem et al. (2000) examined the
influence of institutional setting on faculty time allocation by Carnegie Classification and
aggregating faculty data from three national surveys: (a) the American Council on
Education 1972 Survey, with 53,034 respondents from 301 colleges and universities;
(b) the 1989 Survey by the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI), with data from
51,574 respondents from 432 colleges and universities; (c) the 1992 Survey by the Higher
Education Research Institute (HERI), with data from 43,940 respondents from 344
colleges and universities. All of the surveys were similar in design. The findings showed
that faculty at research universities spent the greatest amount of time performing
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research, while faculty at other institutions also increased the time they spent on research.
Specifically, Milem et al. (2000) noted that even though the gap in time spent in research
between the doctoral research institutions and other higher education institutions has
narrowed, the greatest percentage of change involves faculty at doctoral and
comprehensive institutions spending a greater amount of time doing research. It was
shown that faculty at the institutions with the highest Carnegie Classification have a
distinct advantage when it comes to faculty allotment of time for research. The
researchers tested faculty rank across institutions and learned that there was no difference
in the mean proportion of faculty who were tenured between the institutions. The study
also showed that faculty across all institutional types spent an increased amount of time
teaching and in preparation of teaching, as a whole.
Bentley and Blackburn (1990) analyzed data from four national surveys of college
and university faculty between 1969 and 1988 and found that institutions at the top of the
hierarchy retained their publication advantage over time, but that institutions at all levels
were increasing their research activity.
The fewest number of institutions represented by Carnegie Classification in the
United States is the Intensive university category, which represents 110 institutions, or
2.8% of all institutions. The next Carnegie category with the smallest number of
institutions is the Extensive status, which is the highest ranking status (granting at least
50 doctoral degrees a year across 15 disciplines) representing 3.8% of the population of
universities, or 151 institutions. The Baccalaureate classification contains 606
institutions, or 15.4% of the schools; the Master's institutions represent 15.5%, or 611
institutions; and all other categories, including Associate’s Colleges, represent the most
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institutions, or 62.4% of all institutions of higher education in the United States (Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2000).
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
The information presented in Chapter III includes the purpose of the study, the
research questions, and the data collection. This should provide a clear understanding of
how the research has been conducted.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to understand the discipline of higher education
through an examination of its literature. An examination of the literature will reveal the
progress the discipline has made toward theoretical development, show who is
developing the discipline and whether a stratification system exists, and report on the
subject content discussed in the literature. Studying the contributors to the literature may
indicate greater differences that exist in the system itself. Understanding the subject
content will reveal the topics that are important within the academy and may indicate the
societal pressures in place forcing institutions of higher education to address those issues
as they are currently discussed in its own literature.
Research Questions
The articles published in academic journals in higher education will be examined
to answer the following questions:
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Research Questions Related to Sex o f the Authors
1. Is there a difference by males and females on year of publication (1995 and
2000) of articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
2. Is there a difference by males and females on the geographic location (by
Time Zone) of the authors publishing articles in eight selected higher education scholarly
journals?
3. Is there a difference by males and females on the author academic position of
articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
4. Is there a difference by males and females on the Carnegie Classification of
the authors publishing articles in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
5. Is there a difference by males and females on the research methodologies used
in the articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
6. Is there a difference by males and females on the subject headings used in the
articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
Research Questions Related to Author Academic Position
7. Is there a difference by the academic position of the authors on year of
publication (1995 and 2000) of articles published in eight selected higher education
scholarly journals?
8. Is there a difference by Carnegie Classification on the academic position of
authors publishing articles in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
9. Is there a difference by author academic position on the research
methodologies employed in the articles published in eight selected higher education
scholarly journals?
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10. Is there a difference by author academic position and the subject headings in
the articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
Research Questions Related to Carnegie Classification
11. Is there a difference by Carnegie Classification of the authors on year of
publication (1995 and 2000) of articles published in eight selected higher education
scholarly journals?
12. Is there a difference by Carnegie Classification on the department for authors
of the articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
Research Question Related to Research Methodologies
13. Is there a difference by research methodologies on year of publication (1995
and 2000) of articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
Research Question Related to Subject Headings
14. Is there a difference in subject headings on year of publication (1995 and
2000) in articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?
Methodology
The research methodology used in the study was called bibliometircs. It was
discussed in both Chapter I and Chapter II. The reader is referred to these chapters for
information about the way bibliometrics is used in conducting research.
Since the central empirical aim of this study was to understand the current
development of the discipline of higher education, the literature was examined to
determine who is publishing what, to which kinds of institutions the authors were
affiliated, which research methodologies were utilized, and what areas or topics were
published. The journals used in the study represented a sample of the scholarly research
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in higher education in 1995 and 2000. The articles published in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals were tested for the variables sex, geographic location (by
Time Zone), author academic position, Carnegie Classification, research methodologies,
and subject headings. The further definitions of the variables and accompanying
procedures are discussed below.
Data Collection
All of the variables except for the Carnegie Classification, were described in
detail in Chapter I in the section under Definitions. For detailed information, the reader
should review those definitions. Furthermore, many of the variables had to be collapsed
in order to conduct the following analysis. Meaningful comparisons could not be made
when the cell size was too small. The information presented in this section describes the
variables in the collapsed form used when analyzing the data.
One data collection instrument was filled out for each journal article in the eight
selected journals used in this study (see Appendix A). All of the journals also received a
“peer-reviewed” and “scholarly” ranking in Ulrich’s International Periodicals Directory
(2002). The acceptance rate of publication from Cabell's Directory o f Publishing
Opportunities in Educational Psychology and Administration (Cabell, 2001) is also listed
after the title of each journal. Those journals include the following:
Research in Higher Education (11-20% acceptance rate)
Journal o f Higher Education (6-10% acceptance rate)
Review o f Higher Education (acceptance rate not listed)
Journal o f College Student Development (acceptance rate not listed)
Academe (0-5% acceptance rate)
College and University (21-30% acceptance rate)
New Directions for Institutional Research (acceptance rate not listed)
Higher Education (21-30% acceptance rate)
(Please see Appendix B for a full list of the journals.)
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The eight selected journals in higher education were taken from Budd's (1990)
study, which ranked education journals according to the number of times they were cited
in the education literature. No other examination of the literature represents this number
of a ranking of higher education journals. In another study, Burnett (1973) listed several
of the same journals in Budd's (1990) study as the best known journals reporting the
study of higher education, including the Journal o f Higher Education, College and
University, and Journal o f College Student Development. Silverman (1982) employed
three of the journals used in this current study for his analysis: Research in Higher
Education, Journal o f Higher Education, and Higher Education. Smart (1983) found that
citation measures could be utilized to discover those journals discussed the most often in
education literature and learned that, of the journals to be used in this study, the Journal
o f College Student Development ranked among the highest. Bayer (1983) sought to
identify the journals in higher education based on three criteria: (a) journals most
frequently publishing article titles with a higher education focus, 1977-1979; (b) journals
most frequently referencing Carnegie Commission and Jossey-Bass Volumes;
(c) reputation ranking of journals by the American Society for Higher Education (ASHE)
members. While the result was a cross-disciplinary representation, several of the higher
education journals—Journal o f Higher Education, Higher Education, College and
University—met all three criteria, and one other journal—Journal o f College Student
Development—met two of the three criteria. Other education studies used to rank order
journals include Luce and Johnson (1978). By examining previously developed lists and
querying respondents affiliated with the American Educational Research Association
(AERA), Luce and Johnson learned of the highest ranking journals by specific education
categories, such as journal rankings by administration, journal rankings by learning and
instruction, journal rankings by social context of education. Luce and Johnson found the
Journal o f Higher Education was ranked as one of the highest journals by administrators.
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Two of the top 10 publications in Budd's (1990) list, Change and The Chronicle o f
Higher Education, do not directly represent research and are omitted from this study.
The Chronicle o f Higher Education is primarily a newspaper in higher education,
reporting on the results of research, and Change is primarily a magazine, not a research
journal. The journal articles in the eight most cited journals will be examined for the
years 1995 and 2000.
A total of 474 data sheets were filled out for each article in the journals for the
years 1995 and 2000. The data collection sheets recorded the following information:
Journal Title; Year; Volume; Pages; Article Title; Up to Three Authors listed in the
article, including Last Name, First Name or Initials, Sex, and Location; Research
Methodology, including Qualitative Research: Biography, Phenomenology, Grounded
Theory, Ethnography, Case Study, Miscellaneous, and Quantitative Research:
Descriptive, Inferential, and Miscellaneous, as well as No Research Methodology;
Subject Topics of the Articles, listing the first four subject headings assigned the articles
in the ERIC database, using the ERIC thesaurus as a guide. In order to ensure integrity of
the data, each element listed above was recorded. The investigator recorded all of the
information needed for this study, so no misunderstanding regarding the definitions of the
variables would occur. Once the information was recorded on the 474 data coding sheets,
two graduate students input the data onto an Excel spreadsheet. Two separate files were
created, an author file and a journal file, and the two files were linked by a number
assigned to each journal article. For instance, in the Excel database, the first article in
Academe, January/February 1995, volume 81, pages 7-11 was given the code of 1 and so
on for each article. No distinction was made regarding the ranking of first, second, or
third author. Since many papers had multiple authors, the corresponding variables
reflecting the characteristics of the journal (research methodologies and subject headings)
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were merged according to author. If articles had more than three authors, the subsequent
authors were not recorded.
At the beginning of the tabulation process, the statistician directly placed all of the
data from Excel into the SAS statistical package and supplied a frequency printout. It
was clear that none of the cells contained enough data for any meaningful manipulation.
Consequently, the investigator collapsed several of the categories and merged the data
into the most appropriate and meaningful groupings. A step-by-step explanation of the
data tabulation by variable follows. Once all of the data were recorded in Excel, a
statistician employed by North Dakota State University (M.S. in statistics, M.S. in
computer science, and Ph.D. student in statistics) calculated the data in SAS.
Frequencies were measured for each of the variables and Chi Square was tabulated for
each of the research questions.
The two variables tabulated for Sex were Male, Female. Sometimes, with the
names given in the article, the sex of the author could not be determined. For instance,
one author's name was Yinong Chong. Upon searching the Internet, several articles were
found about Yinong Chong; one article was located from a newsletter published by the
Cedar Valley Medical Specialists at this site: http://www.cedarvalleymedical.com/
centers/osteoporosis/recentheadlines/newtesturged.htm. Dr. Yinong Chong, an
epidemiologist with the National Center for Health Statistics, Hyattsville, Maryland, told
Reuters Health, “This test, she said (emphasis added), provides women and their doctors
a solid piece of information on which to decide.” From the article, it is clear that Chong’s
sex is female.
In other cases, when the sex could not be determined from the article, such as the
article by G. L. Donhardt, the author was located at a university through a search on the
Internet and sent an email. An example of one such method of communication is listed in
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Appendix C. The author responded to the email to say that he was male. In 20 articles,
the sex could not be determined, and the record was left blank.
As mentioned previously, the journals used in the study were Research in Higher
Education, Journal o f Higher Education, Review o f Higher Education, Journal of
College Student Development, Academe, College and University, New Directions for
Institutional Research, and Higher Education. All of the journal issues needed for
collecting data in the journals were available through interlibrary loan or were available
at the investigator's library, with the exception of two issues, Fall and Spring 2000, from
New Directions for Institutional Research. The journal with the most articles published
was Journal o f College Student Development (n=206, 26.28%), and with the least number
of articles published was College and University (n=52, 6,63%).
The Time Zone Location indicated where the authors of the articles worked at the
time of publication and included Eastern, Central, Mountain, Pacific, and International.
In the initial data collection, the state or country of the authors was recorded. In the
location category on the data collection sheet, the location of the institutional affiliation
was listed by state or country, such as Massachusetts, Michigan, California, or Canada,
Great Britain, China. When the data were calculated for location, the cells were too small
to calculate Chi Square analysis, so the geographic locations were collapsed into the 12
hour Standard Time Zones: Eastern, Central, Mountain, and Pacific. All of the
International locations were further collapsed and coded International. A copy of the
time zone chart used in this study is located at http://www.worldtimezone.com/
time-usl2.html. On the time zone map, two states are listed in either one or another time
zone: Arizona and Indiana. In collecting the data, Arizona was recorded as Mountain and
Indiana was recorded as Central. Hawaii was coded in the Pacific time zone and no
articles were published for Alaska. The number of Time Zone Locations missing was 40.
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The academic position variable included Faculty, Administrators, Miscellaneous
(including Students). The data of the variable, academic position, were collected much in
the same manner as the previous variables. Initially, the data from the data coding sheets
were input directly onto Excel as they appeared in the article and then tabulated in SAS.
When cells did not contain enough data for tabulation, the categories were collapsed into
Faculty, Administrator, and Miscellaneous (including Students). While a separate
category for Student would have been preferable, the cell frequencies lacked sufficient
data for compilation when applying the Chi Square test with other variables. All of the
people in the study who teach at the college level were recorded as Faculty, including
Lecturers, Visiting Professors, Professor Emeriti, Assistant Professors, Associate
Professors, and Full Professors. Positions that were recorded as Administrator are
included in, but not limited to, the following categories: Chancellor, Vice Chancellor,
Provost, Vice President, Associate Vice President, Dean of Graduate School, Assistant
Dean, Assistant Dean of Students, Director, Associate Director, Registrar, etc. All of the
positions listed as administrator were a part of the university or college itself, and also
included administrative positions within any agencies affiliated or associated with the
university, such as the American Association of University Professors and other agencies.
In the few cases where a chair of a department was listed, the Administrator category was
chosen. The Miscellaneous category included Students and Staff and other areas such as
Legal Counsel, Managing or Senior Editor, Assistant Secretary, Co-founder, Consultant,
Independent Researcher, Consulting Sociologist, Psychotherapist, Research Assistant,
etc.
The department variables included College or University, Higher Education,
Education, Miscellaneous. In collecting data for the departmental affiliation of the
authors of the higher education journal literature, the information presented in the article
was copied directly onto the data coding sheets and transferred to the Excel spreadsheet.
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Again, there were too few categories that were similar enough to calculate any
meaningful data analysis. The categories were initially collapsed to include a separate
category for faculty teaching in departments of psychology; but when there was not
enough data for meaningful manipulation, the psychology departments were collapsed
into the Miscellaneous category. The categories representing faculty were Education
(other than higher education), Higher Education, and Miscellaneous. The College or
University category was used for administrative departments that were in colleges or
universities, including Executive Vice President, Technology, Student Services, Planning
and Academic Affairs, Enrollment Management, Office of Admissions, Office of the
Registrar. The Miscellaneous category included faculty from all of the other disciplines,
except for those tabulated in this study, education and higher education. The
Miscellaneous category incorporated many disciplines, including some of the following:
Sociology, Gerontology, Art, Biology, History, English, Chemistry, French,
Anthropology, Physics, Social Work, Law, Physical Therapy, Economics, Mathematics,
and Psychology. The Miscellaneous category also included people from institutions
affiliated with, but outside, institutions of higher education, such as the American
Association of Higher Education and others.
The Carnegie Classification variables included Extensive, Intensive, Master's,
Baccalaureate (including Associate's), Miscellaneous (including International). To find
information regarding the Carnegie Classification of the institutional affiliation of the
authors publishing articles in the literature of higher education, each institution was
recorded on one data collection sheet. Once the institutional affiliation data were
recorded on the sheet, they were transferred to Excel and a count was run on all of the
institutions represented. The Carnegie Classification of Institutions o f Higher Education
(Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2000) was consulted to
determine the Carnegie Classification of each institution and was recorded on the data
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collection instalment. In the initial data collection, all of the Carnegie Classifications
were recorded and tabulated; but again, not enough data in each category existed to
effectively calculate, so the following categories were collapsed: Master's I and II
categories were collapsed into Master's; Baccalaureate Colleges—Liberal Arts,
Baccalaureate Colleges—General, and Baccalaureate/Associate’s Colleges; Specialized
Institutions and Tribal Colleges were collapsed into Miscellaneous. Neither the Carnegie
Extensive nor the Intensive institutional categories were collapsed.
The Research Methodologies used in this study were Descriptive (quantitative),
Inferential (quantitative), Qualitative, or No Research Methodology. Each article in the
journals for 1995 and 2000 was examined for the research methodologies employed.
Initially, the qualitative category specified the particular type of qualitative analysis in
each article, such as Biography, Phenomenology, Grounded Theory, Ethnography, and
Case Study. When there was not enough data for individual categories for qualitative
analysis, the individual categories for qualitative analysis were collapsed into one
category, qualitative analysis. The other three quantitative research categories tabulated
included descriptive and inferential and were not collapsed into one category.
The Subject Headings used in the study included College Administration, College
Faculty, College Students, Curriculum, Institutional Evaluation and Research, Minority
Groups (including Females). In order to determine the subject headings for each article,
the ERIC database was searched for each article, and the subject headings assigned each
article (originally from the ERIC thesaurus) in the database were used for the articles in
this study. Up to four subject headings were assigned to each article and recorded on the
data coding sheets. Few articles contained more than four subject headings. In ERIC, the
most relevant subject headings are listed first and the first four subject headings in each
article were chosen. Once the subject headings were found for each article, the material
on the data coding sheets was typed into Excel and all of the subject headings assigned
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each article were counted. Again, as in other categories, not enough subject headings
existed to tabulate meaningful data without collapsing the categories. In reviewing all of
the subject headings on each of the data tabulation sheets, several of the subject headings
appeared repeatedly throughout the articles and those were the subject headings chosen
for tabulation: College Administration, College Faculty, College Students, Curriculum,
Institutional Evaluation And Research, Minority Groups (including Females). Please see
Appendix E for the ERIC definitions of the subject heading variables.
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CHAPTER IV
REPORTING OF THE DATA
The following tables represent the data as they were collected for this study, using
a frequency analysis in Table 1 and Chi Square analysis in the remaining tables. A
description of the tabulated data follows each table.
Table 1 presents the frequency and percentage data for each variable examined in
the study. The number of times each variable occurred in the articles is represented.
Out of 766 authors, a total of 312 females and 454 males published articles in
eight selected higher education scholarly journals for 1995 and 2000, with 40.7% of the
articles published by females and 59.3% of the articles published by males. Three
hundred twenty-eight (44.0%) of the authors were from the Eastern time zone and 201
(26.9%) were from the Central time zone. The frequency data show that most of the
articles published in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals are published
by authors residing and representing institutions from the Eastern tier of the United
States, while another quarter of the authors are from the Central tier of the United States.
Four hundred and seventeen (60.1%) of the authors publishing articles in the eight
selected higher education scholarly journals were Faculty, while approximately 164
(23.6%) were Administrators, and about 113 (16.3%) fell into the Miscellaneous
category.
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Table 1. Frequency Distribution of the Variables for the Total Sample, 1995 and 2000.
Variables

Sub-Categories

Number

Percent

Author Sex
Female
Male
Total

312
454
766

40.7
59.3
100.0

Central
Eastern
International
Mountain
Pacific
Total

201
328
119
42
56
746

26.9
44.0
16.0
5.6
7.5
100.0

Administrators
Faculty
Miscellaneous
(Students, staff,
and others)
Total

164
417
113

23.6
60.1
16.3

694

100.0

College/University
(Administrative
departments)
Education
Higher Education
Miscellaneous
(Other disciplines
and affiliated
institution)
Total

133

19.1

132
111
321

18.9
15.9
46.1

697

100.0

35
421
74
74
177

0.5
57.4
10.0
10.0
22.1

734

100.0

Geographic Location
(by Time Zone)

Academic Position

Department

Carnegie Classification
Baccalaureate
Extensive
Intensive
Master's
Miscellaneous
(Specialized and
tribal)
Total
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Table 1 cont.
Variables

Sub-Categories

Number

Percent

College Administration
College Faculty
College Students
Curriculum
Institutional
Evaluation and Research
Minorities/Women
Total

116
132
315
34

15.0
17.0
40.6
4.4

89
89
775

11.5
11.5
100.0

Descriptive Statistics
Inferential Statistics
No Research
Methodologies
Qualitative Statistics
Total

169
271

21.8
35.0

244
91
775

31.5
11.7
100.0

Subject Headings Used
in the Articles

Research Methods
Used in the Articles

In regard to the departments representing the authors of the articles published in
the eight selected higher education scholarly journals, 321 (46.1%) were classified in the
Miscellaneous category of the articles. The faculty from departments of Education
represented about 132 (18.9%) of the articles, Higher Education faculty represented 111
(15.9%) of the categories, and College and University affiliations included 133 (19.1%)
of the categories.
It is interesting to note that the subject heading used the most was College
Students with a total of 315 (40.6%), and the category representing the fewest articles
was Curriculum with a total of 34 (4.4%) of the articles. The other categories were
somewhat evenly dispersed.
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The research methodology used the most in the selected journal articles was
Inferential analysis with a total of 271 (35.0%), which included the more sophisticated
methods of statistical analysis such as Chi Square, ANOVA, t-tests, MANOVA,
modeling, and others. The methodology used the least was Qualitative analysis with a
total of 91 (11.7%) articles. Descriptive research methodologies were used 169 (21.8%)
times, with a total usage of all three research methodologies at 531 (68.5%).
Research Questions With Corresponding Tables
For the purposes of interpreting the Chi Square results, differences between the
actual percentage and the expected percentages that were greater than 8.0%, than 10.5%,
and 14.3% (based on sample size and the standard error of a percentage) were considered
significant at the .05, the .01, and the .001 levels of probability respectively. The
following tables present the data according to the research questions posed in this study.
Table 2 presents the data analysis for research question number one: Is there a
difference by males and females on year of publication (1995 and 2000) of articles
published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine if there was a significant difference.
There was no significant difference between males and females by years of
publication for articles in selected scholarly journals of higher education.
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Table 2. Comparison of Males and Females by Year in Articles Published in Eight
Selected Higher Education Scholarly Journals.

Female

Male

Year

N

%

N

%

1995

141

37.7

233

62.3

2000

171

43.6

221

56.4

Expected Percentage

40.7

59.3

Chi Square=2.7804 with 1 df, p=.0954
Table 3 presents the data analysis for research question number two: Is there a
difference by males and females on the geographic location (by Time Zone) of the
authors publishing articles in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi
Square test was performed to determine if there were significant differences.
Table 3. Comparison of Males and Females by the Geographic Location (by Time Zone)
of the Authors Publishing Articles in Eight Selected Higher Education Scholarly Journals
for 1995 and 2000.

Geographic Location
(by Time Zone)

N

%

N

%

Central

75

37.9

123

62.1

Eastern

143

43.7

184

56.3

International

36

33.6

71

66.4

Mountain

13

30.9

29

69.1

Pacific

31

55.4

25

44.6

Female

Expected Percentage
Chi Square=10.728 with 4 df, p=030

Male

40.8

59.2

The Chi Square test for the difference between males and females on the
geographic Time Zone location of the authors for the variables in Table 3 was significant
at the .030 level. A difference occurred in the Pacific region where females published at
a rate of 55.4%, which is 14.6% above the expected percentage of 40.8% and significant
at the .001 level. Another difference occurred for males in the Pacific region, where
males published 14.8% below the expected percentage at a significance level of .001. A
difference was also found in the Mountain region where females published at a rate of
30.9%, which is 9.9% lower than the expected percentage of 40.8% and significant at the
.05 level.
Table 4 presents the data analysis for research question number three: Is there a
difference by males and females on the author academic position of articles published in
eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was used to
determine the significance of the difference.
Table 4. Comparison of Males and Females by Author Academic Position, 1995 and
2000 .

Female

Male

Academic Position

N

%

N

%

Administrators

64

39.3

99

60.7

170

41.3

242

58.7

51

46.8

58

53.2

Faculty
Miscellaneous
(Students, Staff, and Others)
Expected Percentage

Chi Square=1.5916 with 2 df, p=.4512

41.7

58.3

The data show that there is no difference between males and females by the
academic position of authors publishing articles in the higher education literature.
Table 5 presents the data analysis for research question number four: Is there a
difference by males and females on the Carnegie Classification of the authors publishing
articles in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine the significance of the difference.
Table 5. Comparison of Males and Females by Carnegie Classification, 1995 and 2000.

Female
Carnegie Classification

N

Baccalaureate

Male
%

N

%

17

48.6

18

51.4

Extensive

162

38.8

255

61.2

Intensive

11

40.7

16

59.3

Master’s

36

49.3

37

50.7

Miscellaneous
(Specialized and Tribal)

63

38.4

101

61.6

Expected Percentage

40.4

59.6

Chi Square=4.0674 with 4 df, p=.3970
There was no significant difference between males and females by Carnegie
Classification for articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
Table 6 presents the data analysis for research question number five: Is there a
difference by males and females on the research methodologies used in the articles
published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine the significance of the difference.

Table 6. Comparison o f Males and Females by Research Methodologies, 1995 and 2000.

Female

Male

Research Methodologies Employed

N

%

N

%

Descriptive Statistics

64

39.5

98

60.5

Inferential Statistics

108

40.9

156

59.1

No Research Methodology Used

83

34.7

156

65.3

Qualitative Statistics

52

57.8

38

42.2

Expected Percentage

40.7

59.3

Chi Square=14.5116 with 3 df, p=.0023
The Chi Square test for the difference between males and females on research
methodologies for the variables presented in Table 6 was significant at the .0023 level. A
difference occurred for females using qualitative research methodologies at an observed
rate of 57.8%, 17.1% above the expected percentage of 40.7% and significant at the .001
level. Another difference was found for males using qualitative research methodologies
where the difference of 17.1% was below the expected percentage rate of 59.3% at the
.001 level.
Table 7 presents the data analysis for research question number six: Is there a
difference by males and females on the subject headings used in the articles published in
eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was performed to
determine the significance of the difference.
The Chi Square test for the difference between males and females on subject
headings for the variables in Table 7 was significant at the .0001 level. A difference of

Table 7. Comparison of Males and Females by Subject Headings, 1995 and 2000.

Female

Male

Subject Headings

N

%

N

%

Administration

32

28.6

80

71.4

Faculty

53

42.1

73

57.9

Students

117

37.7

193

62.3

Curriculum

15

45.4

18

54.6

Institutional Evaluation
and Research

34

39.1

53

60.9

Minorities/Wo men

55

63.2

32

36.8

Expected Percentage

40.5

59.5

Chi Square=26.7560 with 5 df, p=.0001
22.7% occurred for females using the subject heading minorities/women, above the
expected percentage of 40.5% and significant at the .001 level. Another difference of
22.7% occurred below the expected percentage of 59.5% for males using the subject
heading minorities/women and significant at the .001 level. A difference of 11.9%
occurred for males using the subject heading administration, above the expected
percentage of 59.5% and significant at the .01 level. A difference of 11.9% also occurred
for females using the subject heading administration, which was below the expected
percentage of 28.6% and significant at the .01 level.
Table 8 presents the data analysis for research question number seven: Is there a
difference by the academic position of the authors on year of publication (1995 and 2000)
of articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square
test was performed to determine the significance of the difference.
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Table 8. Comparison of Author Academic Position by Year.

Year

___________________ Academic Position_____________________
Miscellaneous
(Students, Staff, and
Administrators
Faculty
Others)
N
%
N
%
N
%

1995

87

25.7

195

57.7

56

16.6

2000

77

21.6

222

62.3

57

16.1

Expected
Percentage

23.6

60.1

16.3

Chi Square=1.9102 with 2 df, p=.3865
There was no significant difference by author academic position on year of
publication for articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
Table 9 presents the data analysis for research question number eight: Is there a
difference by Carnegie Classification on the academic position of authors publishing
articles in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine the significance of the difference.
The Chi Square test for the difference between author academic position on the
Carnegie Classification of the authors for the variables presented in Table 9 was
significant at the .001 level. A difference occurred on administrators by Baccalaureate
institutions where the observed frequency of 45.7% was 22.9% above the expected
percentage of 22.8% and significant at the .001 level. A difference also occurred for
faculty publishing from Baccalaureate institutions, where the observed frequency of
51.4% was 10.5% below the expected percentage of 61.9% and significant at the .01
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Table 9. Comparison of Author Academic Position by Carnegie Classification, 1995 and
2000 .

Academic Position

Carnegie
Classification

Administrators
N
%

Faculty
N

%

Miscellaneous
(Students, Staff, and
Others)
N
%

Baccalaureate

16

45.7

18

51.4

1

2.9

Extensive

70

17.9

25.5

65.1

67

17.0

Intensive

7

25.9

15

55.6

5

18.5

Master’s

16

24.2

45

68.2

5

7.6

Miscellaneous
(Specialized
and Tribal)

42

29.8

76

53.9

23

16.3

Expected Percentage

22.8

61.9

15.3

Chi Square=25.9540 with 8 df, p=.001
level. The miscellaneous category at Baccalaureate institutions showed a difference of
12.4%, which is below the expected percentage of 15.3% and significant at the .001 level.
Table 10 presents the data analysis for research question number nine: Is there a
difference by author academic position on the research methodologies employed in the
articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square
test was performed to determine the significance of the difference.
The Chi Square test for the differences between author academic position on the
research methodology used in the articles for the variables presented in Table 10 was
significant at the .0067 level. A difference occurred for faculty using qualitative research
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Table 10. Comparison of Author Academic Position by Research Methodology, 1995
and 2000.

______________________ Academic Position____________________
Miscellaneous
(Students, Staff, and
Research
Administrators
Faculty
Others)
Methodologies
N
%
N
%
N
%
Descriptive

26

17.6

93

62.8

29

19.6

Inferential

54

23.6

132

57.6

43

18.8

No Research
Methodologies
Used

68

30.1

125

55.3

33

14.6

Qualitative

13

16.1

61

75.3

7

8.6

Expected Percentage

23.5

60.1

16.4

Chi Square=17.8234 with 6 df, p=.0067
methodologies, which was 15.2% above the expected percentage of 60.1% and
significant at the .001 level.
Table 11 presents the data analysis for research question number ten: Is there a
difference by author academic position and the subject headings in the articles published
in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was performed
to determine the significance of the difference.
The Chi Square test for the difference between author academic position by
subject heading was significant for the variables presented in Table 11 at the .0001 level.
Administrators wrote on institutional evaluation at a rate of 47.4%, or 24.0% more than
the expected percentage of 23.4% and significant at the .001 level. Another difference
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Table 11. Comparison of Author Academic Position by Subject Heading, 1995 and 2000.

Subject Headings

_______________ Academic Position________________
Miscellaneous
(Students, Staff,
Administrators
Faculty
and Others)
N
%
N
%
N
%

College Administration

35

31.5

61

55.0

15

13.5

College Faculty

23

21.3

77

71.3

8

7.4

College Students

46

16.9

162

59.6

64

23.5

5

16.1

22

71.0

4

12.9

Institutional Evaluation
and Research

37

47.4

30

38.5

11

14.1

Minorities/Women

14

16.7

59

70.2

11

13.1

Curriculum

Expected Percentage

23.4

60.1

16.5

Chi Square=55.9524 with 10 df, p=.0001
occurred for faculty writing about institutional evaluation where the observed frequency
of 38.5% was 21.6% lower than the expected percentage of 60.1% and significant at the
.001 level. A difference of 11.2% above the expected percentage of 60.1% occurred for
faculty using the subject heading college faculty and was significant at the .01 level.
Faculty used the subject heading curriculum where the observed frequency of 71.0% was
10.9% above the expected percentage of 60.1% and significant at the .01 level. Yet
another difference of 10.1% for faculty using the subject heading minorities/women was
found above the expected percentage of 60.1% and significant at the .01 level.
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Table 12 presents the data analysis for research question number eleven: Is there a
difference by Carnegie Classification of the authors on year of publication (1995 and
2000) of articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi
Square test was performed to determine the significance of the difference.
Table 12. Comparison of Carnegie Classification by Year.

Carnegie Classification
Extensive
Intensive
Master’s
N
%
N
%
N
%

Year

Baccalaureate
N
%

1995

23

6.3

212

58.4

11

3.0

38

10.5

79

21.8

2000

12

3.2

209

56.4

16

4.3

36

9.7

98

26.4

Expected
Percentage

4.8

57.3

3.7

Miscellaneous
N
%

10.1

24.1

Chi Square=6.4116 with 4 df, p=.1704
There was no significant difference by Carnegie Classification on year of
publication for articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
Table 13 presents the data analysis for research question number twelve: Is there a
difference by Carnegie Classification on the department for authors of the articles
published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine the significance of the difference.
The Chi Square test for the difference between Carnegie Classification on the
department of the authors for the variables presented in Table 13 was significant at the
.0001 level. Differences were observed in many areas. A difference occurred by the
department college/university on the Baccalaureate Carnegie Classification where a
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Table 13. Comparison of Carnegie Classification by Department, 1995 and 2000.
Department

Carnegie
Classification

College/
University
(Administrative
Departments)
N
%

Education
N
%

Higher
Education
N
%

Miscellaneous
(Other
Disciplines &
Affiliated
Institution)
N
%

Baccalaureate

15

45.6

3

9.0

0

0

15

45.4

Extensive

69

17.6

78

19.9

102

26.0

143

36.5

Intensive

8

29.7

6

22.2

3

11.1

10

37.0

Master’s

15

22.7

9

13.6

3

4.6

39

59.1

Miscellaneous
(Associate’s,
Specialized, and
Tribal)

22

14.7

33

22.0

3

2.0

92

61.3

Expected Percentage

19.3

19.3

16.6

44.8

Chi Square=89.9830 with 12 df, p=.0001
difference of 26.3% was above the expected percentage of 19.3% and significant at the
.001 level. A difference was observed in the department higher education by the
Baccalaureate Carnegie Classification where the observed frequency of 0.0% wasl6.6%
below the expected percentage of 16.6% and significant at the .001 level. (No
departments of higher education exist at Baccalaureate colleges.) A difference of 16.5%
above the expected percentage of 44.8% occurred in the miscellaneous department
(faculty representing departments other than college/university, education, and higher
education) on the Miscellaneous Carnegie Classification and was significant at the .001
level. A difference occurred between the department higher education and the

miscellaneous category, 14.6% below the expected percentage of 16.6% and significant
at the .01 level. Another difference was found in the Master’s Carnegie Classification
and the miscellaneous department where the observed frequency of 59.1% was 14.3%
above the expected percentage of 44.8% and significant at the .001 level. A difference
occurred between the Master’s Carnegie Classification and the department higher
education, 12.0% below the expected percentage of 16.6% at a .01 level of significance.
A difference of 10.4% above the expected percentage of 19.3% by the department
college/university in the Intensive Carnegie Classification was significant at the .01 level.
A difference of 10.3% below the expected percentage of 19.3% occurred in the
department education from the Baccalaureate Carnegie Classification and was significant
at the .01 level. Another difference was found between the department higher education
and the Extensive Carnegie Classification where a difference of 9.4% was observed
above the expected percentage at the .01 level.
Table 14 presents the data analysis for research question number thirteen: Is there
a difference by research methodologies on year of publication (1995 and 2000) of articles
published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine the significance of the difference.
The Chi Square test for the difference between research methodology and year for
the variables presented in Table 14 was significant at the .0038 level. A difference
occurred by the years 1995 and 2000 of 11.4% and 10.4% respectively on the use of
descriptive analysis at a level of .01 significance. A difference also occurred by the years
1995 and 2000 of 16.4% and 18.6% respectively for inferential analysis at the .001 level
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Table 14. Comparison of Research Methodology by Year.

Research Methodologies
No Research
Methodologies
Used
%
N

Year

Descriptive
N
%

Inferential
N
%

Qualitative
N
%

1995

88

11.4

127

16.4

30

3.8

133

17.2

2000

81

10.4

144

18.6

61

7.9

111

14.3

Expected Percentage

21.8

31.5

11.7

35.0

Chi Square=13.4427 with 3 df, p=.0038
of significance. Differences were also shown of 17.2% for 1995 and 14.3% for 2000 on
the use of no statistical analysis at the .001 level of significance.
Table 15 presents the data analysis for research question number fourteen: Is there
a difference in subject headings on year of publication (1995 and 2000) in articles
published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals? A Chi Square test was
performed to determine the significance of the difference.
Table 15. Comparison of Subject Heading by Year.

Year

Administration Faculty
N %
N
%

Subject Headings________________________
Institutional
Evaluation
Minorities/
Students Curriculum and Research Women
N %
N
%
N
%
N
%

1995

62

8.0

74

7.5 157 20.2

15

1.9

47

6.1

28

3.6

2000

54

7.0

58

9.5 158 20.4

19

2.5

42

5.4

61

7.9

Expected
Percentage

15.0

17.0

40.6

Chi Square=l5.3793 with 5 df, p=.0089
81

4.4

11.5

11.5

The Chi Square test for the difference between subject heading and year for the
variables presented in Table 15 was significant at the .0089 level. A difference of 20.4%
for 1995 and 20.2% for 2000 occurred on the subject heading students at a significance

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter V will present a summary of the findings, conclusions, discussion, and
recommendations from the articles published in the eight selected higher education
scholarly journals. The variables used in this study and their interpretation will be the
primary focus of this chapter. The six variables covered include sex, geographic location
by Time Zone, Carnegie Classification, and academic position of the authors and the
research methodologies and subject headings employed in the articles.
Summary of the Findings
From an examination of the frequency data alone, this study showed that males
published more than females, were located more often in the Eastern United States, and
worked primarily in the highest Carnegie Classification institutions, the Extensive
research universities. Faculty and administrators from departments other than Education
and Higher Education published the most articles. The literature was primarily about
college students and the articles principally employed inferential research methodologies.
While no final conclusions were drawn from the frequency data (Table 1), the results
offered plenty of numerical data for discussion.
From the Chi Square analysis of the research questions regarding the sex of the
authors, it was learned that there was a greater difference in publication between males
and females in the Pacific region, where females published more than males. A

difference exists in the Mountain region, where males published at higher rates than
females.
There was a difference in the research methodologies employed by males and
females in the articles published in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
Females employed qualitative statistical analysis more frequently than males and that
there was an increase in qualitative research methodologies in the literature from 1995 to
2000. A higher percentage of males employed no research methodologies at all
compared to females, who used research methodologies more often.
The study showed that there was no difference between males and females on the
academic position of the authors of the literature of higher education, meaning that a
similar proportion of female faculty and administrators published articles compared to
male faculty and administrators. There was also no difference according to sex by
Carnegie Classification of authors publishing articles in the eight selected higher
education scholarly journals.
There was a difference in the comparison of males and females by the subject
headings employed in the articles published in the eight selected higher education
scholarly journals. Males discussed administration, faculty, students, and curriculum
more than females; whereas, females discussed minorities and women more than males.
This study showed that there was no difference in the academic position of the
author publishing and the year of publication. There was no increase or decrease
between 1995 and 2000 in any of the positions publishing more or less in the literature of
higher education (faculty, administrators, and miscellaneous). At the same time, there
was a difference between the position of the authors and Carnegie Classification. In

almost every Carnegie Classification, except the Baccalaureate category, faculty
published more than administrators. In the Baccalaureate category, there was an even
distribution between administrators and faculty regarding publication. In the Extensive,
Intensive, and Master's classifications, there was a difference between the publication
rates of administrators and faculty—faculty published the most. No significance was
found in the miscellaneous category.
A difference was found on the author position and the research methodologies
employed in the study. In the comparison, faculty employed descriptive and qualitative
analysis more than administrators, while administrators used no research methodologies
more than faculty. Overall, faculty employed research methodologies more frequently
than administrators.
In almost every category, there was a difference between academic position and
subject headings in the articles published in the eight selected higher education scholarly
journals. Administrators wrote about administration and faculty wrote about faculty.
Faculty wrote about curriculum more than administrators, while administrators wrote
more about institutional evaluation and research than faculty. The subject minorities and
women was mostly written about by faculty.
Between the years 1995 and 2000, no difference was found regarding any
increase or decrease in authors representing Carnegie institutions. Differences were
found, however, between the Carnegie Classification and the departments publishing
articles in higher education. In the Baccalaureate category, no authors were represented
from the discipline of higher education, while most authors from Baccalaureate
institutions were either in administration (College/University category) or from other
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disciplines or affiliations. A distinction was found in the Extensive category, where most
of the authors were from Higher Education departments, while few authors from
Intensive institutions published from Higher Education departments. Authors from
Intensive institutions were primarily from administrative departments or from disciplines
and affiliations other than Higher Education or Education. A difference was also found
between research methodologies and year. In all categories, except qualitative, research
methodologies were used less than expected.
There was a statistical difference between the subjects discussed in the higher
education literature and 1995 and 2000. The discussion of college administration,
faculty, and institutional evaluation and research decreased; the discussion of college
students remained about the same; and the discussion of minorities and women increased.
Conclusions
The following material will discuss conclusions related to the research questions
and data presented in Chapter IV.
Research Questions Related to Sex of the Authors
Research question number one asks, "Is there a difference by males and females
on year of publication (1995 and 2000) of articles published in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing
that question. With a significance level of .0954, the data showed that there was no
significant difference between males and females on year of publication, 1995 and 2000,
for authors publishing articles in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
Since no relationship existed between publication rate on sex by year, an explanation for

no difference may indicate a steady publication pattern by sex for both years 1995 and
2000 .

Research question number two asks, "Is there a difference by males and females
on the geographic location of the authors publishing articles in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the
second research question. With a significance level of .030, the data showed that there
was a significant difference between males and females on the geographic location,
including Central, Eastern, Mountain, Pacific, and International Time Zones, of authors
publishing articles in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals. The data
showed that there were differences between males and females regarding publication in
the Pacific and Mountain regions of the United States. Females published more in the
Pacific region (females=55.4%; males=44.6%) and males published more in the
Mountain region (males=69.1%; females=30.9%). Articles by females in the Pacific
region may have been published more frequently than males. A possible explanation of
this finding that has substantial reason for supposition is that the females in this group
wrote higher quality and more timely articles that appealed more to editors and reviewers.
The same may be the case for males submitting articles from the Mountain region. The
more likely possible explanation could be that more females were employed in roles that
led to articles about higher education in the Pacific region and fewer females were
employed in those roles in the Mountain region.
Research question number three asks, "Is there a difference by males and females
on the author academic position of articles published in eight selected higher education
scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the third

research question. With a significance level of .4512, the data showed that there was no
significant difference between males and females on the academic position of authors,
including faculty, administrators, and miscellaneous, publishing articles in the eight
selected higher education scholarly journals for 1995 and 2000. Since no relationship
existed between publication rate on sex by academic position, an explanation for no
difference may indicate a steady publication rate by sex among positions.
Research question number four asks, "Is there a difference by males and females
on the Carnegie Classification of the authors publishing articles in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the
fourth research question. With a significance level of .3970, the data showed that there
was no significant difference between males and females on the Carnegie Classification
including Baccalaureate, Master's, Intensive, Extensive, or Miscellaneous institutions for
authors publishing articles in the eight higher education scholarly journals. Since no
relationship existed between publication rate by sex on the Carnegie Classification of the
authors, an explanation for no difference may indicate a steady publication rate among
Carnegie Classification institutions by sex for 1995 and 2000.
Research question number five asks, "Is there a difference by males and females
on the research methodologies used in the articles published in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the
fifth research question. With a significance level of .0023, the data showed that there was
a significant difference between males and females on the research methodologies,
descriptive statistics, inferential statistics, qualitative statistics, and no research
methodologies used by authors publishing articles in the eight selected higher education

scholarly journals. The data showed that there were significant differences between
males and females using qualitative statistics, with females using qualitative analysis
more frequently than males (females=57.8%; males=42.2%). A possible explanation for
this finding may indicate that females use a newer methodology more frequently or are
interested in exploring alternative ways of discovering findings than males. Another
possible explanation could be that females enter disciplines that require less quantitative
analysis than males. Females also may prefer qualitative research or a more “humanistic”
or naturalistic approach.
Research question number six asks, "Is there a difference by males and females
on the subject headings used in the articles published in eight selected higher education
scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the sixth
research question. With a significance level of .001, the data showed that there was a
significant difference between males and females on the subject headings administration,
faculty, students, curriculum, institutional evaluation and research, and minorities/women
for authors publishing articles in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals.
The data showed that there were differences between males and females regarding the
subject heading minorities/women. Females wrote more about minorities/women
(females=63.2%; males=36.8%). A possible explanation for this finding is that females
wrote about minorities/women based on their own experience in higher education. The
data may also indicate social pressures in place causing female authors of higher
education literature to write about minorities/women in higher education. Another
difference was found on males writing about administration. Males wrote more about
administration than females (males=71.4%; females=28.6%). A possible explanation of

this finding indicates the interest males have in administrative topics in the higher
education select journals. Males’ writing interests regarding administration may also be
an indication of more males holding administrative positions in higher education. Males
wrote about positions at the top of the hierarchy in higher education, while females wrote
about people who may sometimes exist on the periphery of the institution. Another
possible explanation could be that the topics represented hierarchical differences
experienced between the two groups in institutions of higher education.
Research Questions Related to Author Academic Position
Research question number seven asks, "Is there a difference by the academic
position of the authors on year of publication (1995 and 2000) of articles published in
eight selected higher education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study
assist in addressing the seventh research question. With a significance level of .3865, the
data showed that there was no significant difference by author academic position on year
of publication for articles published in eight selected higher education scholarly journals
for 1995 and 2000. All positions remained about the same over the five-year period:
Administrators published an expected frequency of 23.6% of the articles; faculty
published an expected frequency of 60.1% of the articles; and miscellaneous published
16.3% of the articles. Since no relationship existed between publication on author
academic position by year, an explanation may indicate that faculty continue to lead other
positions in publication rate, since publication is a typical requirement for promotion and
tenure.
Research question number eight asks, "Is there a difference by Carnegie
Classification on the academic position of authors publishing articles in eight selected

higher education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in
addressing the eighth research question. With a significance level of .001, the data
showed that there were significant differences between academic position, including
administrators, faculty, and miscellaneous, and Carnegie Classification, including
Baccalaureate, Extensive, Intensive, Master’s, and Miscellaneous institutions, of authors
publishing articles in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals. The data
showed that there were differences between administrators and faculty from
Baccalaureate institutions (difference for administrators: 22.8% expected less 45.7%
observed=22.9% difference). A possible explanation for this finding may be the
requirement to publish among faculty at Baccalaureate institutions is not as stringent as
other institutions. Smaller institutions typically have fewer resources to focus on
research and therefore expand faculty teaching loads to use resources available. Also,
there are no departments of higher education at Baccalaureate colleges. The data also
showed that faculty in the Miscellaneous Carnegie Classification published less than may
otherwise be likely. The Miscellaneous Carnegie Classification included all Tribal
Colleges & Universities and Specialized and International institutions. A possible
explanation of this finding is that there may be fewer r equirements regarding publication
in the Miscellaneous category compared to faculty in Extensive, Intensive, and Master’s
institutions. In all but the Baccalaureate and Miscellaneous Carnegie categories, the
expected percentage for faculty of 61.9% was so close to the observed frequencies that
there were not other determinable significant differences.
Research question number nine asks, "Is there a difference by author academic
position on the research methodologies employed in the articles published in eight

selected higher education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist
in addressing the ninth research question. With a significance level of .0067, the data
showed that there was a significant difference between author academic position and the
research methodologies, including descriptive, inferential, qualitative and no research, of
authors publishing articles in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals. The
data showed that the biggest difference occurred for faculty using qualitative research
methodologies, 15.2% (and significant at .001) above the expected percentage rate. A
possible explanation of this finding may be that faculty are more inclined to use
qualitative research methodologies than administrators; whereas, administrators may be
more tied to quantitative analysis, which may be an indication of the need to quantify
output and assess productivity numerically. Perhaps faculty have more freedom to
examine issues that require the qualitative analysis of situations.
Research question number ten asks, "Is there a difference by author academic
position on the subject headings in the articles published in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the
tenth research question. With a significance level of .0001, the data showed that there
was a significant difference between author academic position by subject heading on the
articles published in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals. The data
showed that there were differences among the position administrators and the subject
heading institutional evaluation and research. Administrators wrote the most about
institutional evaluation and research (24.0% more than expected), while faculty wrote the
least about institutional evaluation and research (21.6% lower than expected). Faculty
wrote the most about faculty (11.2% above expected), curriculum (10.9% above

expected), and minorities/women (10.1% above expected). From the data shown in the
comparison of academic position by subject heading, it becomes clear that both
administrators and faculty wrote about what they know the best. A possible explanation
for these findings is that administrators wrote about institutional evaluation and research
as pressure continued to mount for accountability from funding agencies, such as national
and state legislatures. Faculty wrote about their own roles within higher education, their
teaching methods (curriculum), and minorities/women. As faculty wrote about their own
position and roles, a need may develop to pay meaningful attention to the contributions
faculty have made to the academy, since faculty writing about themselves indicates a
concentration on their own work (what are we doing, how are we doing it, what makes it
meaningful?). The discussion of minorities/women also may indicate a change that is
occurring within and among faculty to pay attention to the groups among them that need
to be addressed. The discussion among faculty regarding curriculum may indicate that
faculty focus on their teaching role and are in the process of examining the most effective
methods of instruction.
Research Questions Related to Carnegie Classification
Research question number eleven asks, "Is there a difference by Carnegie
Classification of the authors on year of publication (1995 and 2000) of articles published
in eight selected higher education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study
assist in addressing the eleventh research question. With a significance level o f . 1704,
the data showed that there was no significant difference between the Carnegie
Classification of the institutional affiliation of the authors on year of publication for
authors publishing articles in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals.

Since no relationship existed between Carnegie Classification representation in the
literature by year, an explanation for no difference may indicate a consistency over time
regarding the representation of the Carnegie institutions in the literature of higher
education.
Research question number twelve asks, "Is there a difference by Carnegie
Classification on the department for authors of the articles published in eight selected
higher education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in
addressing research question number twelve. With a significance level of .0001, the data
showed that there was a significant difference between department of authors, including
college/university, education, higher education, and miscellaneous, and the Carnegie
Classification of the authors, including Baccalaureate, Extensive, Intensive, Master’s, and
Miscellaneous, in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals. The
college/university department represents administrators working within a college or
university. The miscellaneous department category represents primarily faculty in
disciplines other than higher education or education and administrators working in
organizations affiliated with colleges or universities, but not colleges or universities
themselves, such as the American Association of Higher Education or the American
Association of University Professors. Data showed that there were differences between
the Baccalaureate Carnegie Classification and the college/university department, where
the college/university department published at a frequency 26.3% above what was
expected. It should be noted that departments of higher education exist primarily at
research institutions, not Baccalaureate colleges.

The Miscellaneous Carnegie Classification category represents all of the
institutions that are not Baccalaureate (and Associate's), Master's, Intensive, or Extensive
institutions and includes tribal colleges and universities, specialized institutions, and
international institutions. The data showed that there was a difference of 16.5% above
the expected percentage in the miscellaneous department for the Miscellaneous Carnegie
Classification. This means that faculty from departments other than education, higher
education, and college/university published articles from institutions other than
Baccalaureate, Master's, Intensive, and Extensive categories. More faculty from a variety
of disciplines published from the smaller institutions.
Other data showed differences between faculty from departments of higher
education and Carnegie institutions. A difference of 14.6% below expected percentage
occurred for the department of higher education in the Miscellaneous Carnegie category,
while a difference of 12.0% below the expected percentage on the department of higher
education and Master's Carnegie institutions also occurred. A difference of 9.4% above
accepted percentage on the Extensive classification occurred for the department higher
education. A possible explanation for this finding is that Baccalaureate and lower
classification institutions mostly have no departments of higher education and most
doctoral programs in higher education are located at Extensive research institutions.
The data also showed that faculty from other disciplines publish from all of the
other Carnegie Classifications represented in the higher education scholarly journals. In
the Master's Carnegie Classification, the miscellaneous department showed a frequency
14.3% above what was expected, while a difference of 10.4% above the expected
percentage occurred at Intensive institutions for the department college/university.

Interestingly, at the Baccalaureate level, a difference of 10.3% below expected
percentage occurred for the department education.
Research Question Related to Research Methodologies
Research question number thirteen asks, "Is there a difference by research
methodologies on year of publication (1995 and 2000) of articles published in eight
selected higher education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist
in addressing the thirteenth research question. A difference was shown in all areas,
except qualitative research methods. The research methodologies having a significant
difference lower than the expected percentage included descriptive, inferential, and no
research methodology. If the research methodologies shown in the observed frequencies
were lower than the expected percentage, the data may indicate a need to increase the use
of statistical analysis in the literature of higher education, since all areas of research
methodologies were lower than expected. In only the qualitative category were
percentages of observed and expected frequencies similar.
Research Question Related to Subject Headings
Research question number fourteen asks, "Is there a difference in subject headings
on year of publication (1995 and 2000) in articles published in eight selected higher
education scholarly journals?" The following data from the study assist in addressing the
fourteenth research question. With a significance level of .0089, the data showed that
there was a significant difference between subject heading on year of publication for
articles published in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals. The
discussion of students was lower than anticipated, while the discussion of other subject
categories remained constant between 1995 and 2000.

Limitations
This study was limited to the journals identified in Budd’s (1990) study. Budd
chose the three journals, Journal o f Higher Education, Research in Higher Education,
and Review o f Higher Education, and made a bibliometric analysis of the journals cited
the most, based on the three journals he chose. While the results provided a sampling of
the higher education literature, they did not give a complete overview of the entire
discipline. In addition, the list compiled by Budd was developed over a decade ago, and
many new journals in higher education have been published since the time of Budd’s
study, particularly those representing international literature. In this study, only one
journal, Higher Education, was truly international in scope.
It should be noted, as well, that no journals published specifically on minority
groups in higher education were included in this study, which limits the reach of it, even
though the subject heading, Minorities/Women, revealed that a discussion of minority
groups was occurring in the journals represented here.
The study was also limited in the number of articles represented, since most of the
cells for each of the variables required collapsing, or combining, before meaningful
analysis could be made with the Chi Square analysis. The study would not be as limited
if more scholarly journals or more years of publication in the selected journals had been
chosen for data collection and analysis.
The geographic representation of the location of the authors at the time of
publication did not clearly reflect regional representati on of the sample, nor did it reveal
much that could be learned about the geographic population represented in the study. In
the initial data collection, the state of location was chosen, but not enough data existed by

state for meaningful Chi Square analysis, so the data were collapsed or combined by
Time Zone Location.
Similarly, an understanding of the meaning of Research Methodologies needed
further development, since the theoretical underpinnings of a discipline do not rest solely
on its statistical measurements.
It should be noted that the recommended action at the end of the study could have
been developed further (based on the results of the study).
Discussion
Theoretical Development and the
Discipline o f Higher Education
In his discussion regarding paradigm development among scholars and the
resulting formation of disciplines, Kuhn (1970) speculated that the social sciences were
still in the early stages of development. Regarding higher education as a discipline, many
early writers questioned whether higher education had developed into a discipline of its
own, based on an examination of the theoretical nature of the discipline (Burnett, 1973;
Hobbs & Francis, 1973; Kellams, 1975; Bayer, 1983). In order to determine its growth
as a discipline, this study examined the research methodologies used in the articles
published in the eight selected higher education scholarly journals for 1995 and 2000. It
found that nearly 70% of the studies in the literature examined used some form of
descriptive, inferential, and qualitative analysis. At the same time, it was also found that
research methodologies were used below what was expected for 1995 and 2000 in the
Chi Square analysis for question number thirteen (which compares research methodology
by year). Since the observed percentages were below the expected percentages on the

research methodologies used in this study, it may be shown that research methodologies
are not being used at the level they should be used in the discipline at this time. For
further development, the discipline of higher education may need to increase the use of
research methodologies in the articles published in the literature.
Social Stratification in the Discipline
o f Higher Education
Many studies have shown that institutional affiliation plays a role in the
production, publication, and scholarly success of researchers (Bentley & Blackburn,
1990; Dey et al., 1997; Milem et al., 2000). Other studies suggest that publication is
limited to a small group of authors (Cole & Cole, 1967; Lotka, 1926; Merton, 1968;
Price, 1963; Zuckerman, 1965), resulting in a stratification system by those who are
published and those who are not. For the articles studied here, most were represented by
Carnegie Extensive institutions by nearly 60%. While 60% of the articles in the higher
education selected literature represented authors from Extensive institutions, Extensive
institutions only account for 3.8% of the institutions of higher education in the United
States. The data from this study support the findings of Lotka (1926), Price (1963),
Zuckerman (1965), Merton (1968), Bentley and Blackburn (1990), Dey et al. (1997), and
Milem et al. (2000) that publication occurs among a limited representation of authors. In
this study, differences were found in regard to geographic location by Time Zone,
research methodology, and subject heading, while no differences were found by sex
related to year, academic position, or Carnegie Classification. In the findings on the
variables research methodology and subject heading, the differences found may indicate

differences among or between sexes, such as the use of qualitative methodologies and
writing about the topic minorities/women.
Various studies have shown that males publish more than females across many
disciplines (Astin, 1969; Babchuk & Bates, 1962; Bernard, 1964; Centra, 1974; Cole &
Cole, 1973; Cole & Zuckerman, 1984; Long, 1990; Persell, 1983). In particular, some
studies have shown that females publish less than males in higher education literature
(Creamer, 1994; Hunter, 1986; Hunter & Kuh, 1987). This study showed that females
publish approximately 40% of the articles in the higher education literature, while males
publish about 60% of the literature. In other measures in this study, females were shown
to publish less frequently than males, as well, except in the Pacific region of the United
States, where females published more frequently than males. In this study, females were
also shown to write more about minorities/women and curriculum than males; whereas,
males wrote more about administration than females. This may be an indication of the
discussion in areas both inside and outside the academy to address issues of minorities
and women. Simmons and Thurgood (1995), reporting on 1994 data, showed that
females earned only 39% of the doctorates awarded overall that year. Hunter and Kuh
(1987) found that the high producers in higher education were predominantly white males
and noted that "it would be particularly helpful to know what might be done to increase
the number of minority and women contributors to the higher education literature"
(p. 459). The literature that shows differences between males and females regarding
publication is supported in this study as well. In the first research question, it was shown
that over both years in the frequency data that males published at a rate of 62.3% in 1995

to a rate of 56.4% in 2000. Females published at a rate in 1995 of 37.7% and 40.7% in
2000 .

Academic Position and Department o f Contributors to the
Literature o f Higher Education
Bayer (1983) and Vigil (1991) found that most of the contributors to the higher
education literature were from disciplines other than higher education. As a result, both
Bayer and Vigil expressed concern over the possibility of the discipline lacking its own
scholars from doctoral programs of higher education. In this particular aspect, Vigil
wondered if higher education could stand on its own among other disciplines. Hobbs and
Francis (1973) found that professors of higher education performed only about 8% of the
research on higher education. Burnett (1973) also noted that contributors from
disciplines other than higher education were the main authors in the literature of higher
education:
Although the literature in higher education is extensive, many of those who are
researching and publishing are converts from related areas. Hopefully, new
generations of visible scholars will emerge, graduated from a professional
doctoral program of higher education rather than moving from psychology,
sociology, history, or English, (p. 12)
This study found that most of the authors in the literature of higher education
represented departments outside of education and higher education. While the authors
came primarily from areas outside the discipline of higher education, it was also shown
that most of the authors were faculty. While faculty primarily represent disciplines other
than higher education, they practice within institutions of higher education and may
accurately represent its practice. The findings from research question number twelve
support the findings from research question number eight, which showed that mostly

administrators published research in higher education from Baccalaureate institutions. In
contrast, no faculty from departments of higher education were represented from
Baccalaureate institutions. The study also showed that when authors published from
departments of higher education, they mostly came from Carnegie Extensive institutions,
which may be a reflection of the small number of higher education programs supporting
doctoral degrees. In any case, the need continues to exist for an increase in contributions
to the literature by authors who represent departments of higher education. A more
precise discipline, with more clearly defined boundaries, may be the end result.
Subject Topics in the Articles Published in the Eight Selected
Higher Education Scholarly Journals
Little has been done in the literature of higher education to determine the subject
content of the literature published. Hood et al. (1979) examined the Journal of College
Student Development for the years 1959-1974 and found that a large portion of the
articles dealt with orientation, housing, discipline, student activities and a small portion
related to admissions and placement.
Kellams (1975) performed a content analysis on the literature of higher education
to determine the research orientation of the literature and found that "theoretical research
was rare among the abstracts analyzed" (p. 152). While Kellams performed a content
analysis, he did not examine the subject content of the abstracts studied. Kuh and Bursky
(1980) examined 1,268 articles in four student affairs journals between 1970 and 1978
and categorized the articles by type of article, such as Philosophical/Theoretical,
Research/Evaluation, Review of the Literature, and Program Description, finding that

approximately 50% fell within the Research/Evaluation category. Very little research has
been done to examine the subject content of the higher education literature.
This study reviewed the articles published in the eight: selected higher education
scholarly journals to discover the subject content of the articles in order to lend some
understanding to the issues currently under discussion in the literature of higher education
and among institutions of higher learning. This study reduced all of the topics under
discussion into six categories: college administration, college faculty, college students,
curriculum, institutional evaluation and research, minorities/women. Perhaps these topics
reflect what is important among faculty and administrators working within institutions of
higher education or what societal pressures were imposed on them to address the issues.
As higher education institutions evolve and grow, the practical aspects of administering
programs and faculty become more and more relevant and pertinent to effective practice.
As seen by Humboldt (1969), not only does the university create knowledge, but it
extends knowledge through teaching and instruction. A focus on institutional evaluation
and research by administrators in this study may reflect the increased scrutiny imposed
on colleges and universities from external forces to become accountable for the dollars
expended. External forces, such as federal research agencies and state legislatures, are
requiring measurable figures to examine what is taking place in the academy. The
specific discussion of minorities and women in the higher education literature may show
a need to bring minorities and women into the academy as a part of the continuing
discussion—such as representation on faculties and in the literature itself.
A pattern may emerge as an examination of the publication patterns of faculty and
administrators is presented in this study. In research question number nine, it was shown

that administrators use quantitative analysis the most, while faculty used qualitative
analysis. In research question number ten, a clear distinction between administrators and
faculty also existed: Administrators wrote about administration (institutional evaluation),
and faculty wrote about matters that effect the practice of teaching and their experience
within higher education (faculty, curriculum, minorities/women). The writing patterns of
both reflect their roles within higher education and perhaps their roles within the larger
community as well. Administrators are responsible for ensuring that the enterprise is
well funded and continues to receive funding, which requires proof to funding entities
that the dollars expended are used judiciously (quantitative analysis and institutional
evaluation). Faculty are responsible for the daily activities that effect the operation of the
academy, such as curriculum and interrelationships among faculty (as represented in the
discussion of faculty and minorities/women and perhaps the use of qualitative analysis).
The decided focus of each group on their own particular area of responsibility may reflect
the ongoing need for each to communicate with one another in order to work together
toward the same common goals. The data in this study showed the topics that concerned
both administrators and faculty the most during 1995 and 2000 in the selected journal
articles of higher education.
Recommendations
The following recommendations for the study are suggested on the basis of the
data from the study. The areas covered below include action, policies, and further study.

Action
■ Editorial boards of journals in higher education should periodically call for
articles examining the subject content of the articles published in the literature
of higher education.
■ Those responsible for faculty and administrator appointments and those
responsible for admission of students in the field of higher education should
attend to the need to have universities/colleges and their student bodies to be
representative of the larger population. In that regard, special attention should
be given to the recruitment, selection, and retention of women as
administrators, faculty, and students.
■ Professors who supervise doctoral study in higher education should be more
persuasive in their encouragement of graduates and give assistance to them in
publishing the research from their dissertations.
Further Study
Based on data from this study, the following are recommended for further study:
■ Identify the role of specific journals in the development of the discipline of
higher education using the variables in this study to determine which journals
publish what type of material and by whom to determine if changes are
occurring by the variables represented in the discipline of higher education.
■ Identify the articles in other disciplines and social science literature to
determine the characteristics discovered in the select journals of higher
education in this study, namely author sex, geographic location, Carnegie
Classification, academic position, and article research methodology and

subject heading, to determine if the characteristics in this study were unique to
the discipline of higher education or if they are represented in other disciplines
as well.
■ Identify the geographic location of members in higher education associations
such as the American Association of Higher Education or the American
Society for Higher Education to determine if most of the members of the
professional organizations reside in some of the same dominant locations
presented in this study to determine if the literature of higher education
represents the membership of the leading organizations within higher
education, and if the organization represents institutions at Carnegie
Classification levels lower than the Extensive status.
■ More research should be done on the differences between the articles written
by authors from doctoral programs in higher education and doctoral programs
in other disciplines. An examination of the effect of a discipline that is built
primarily by practitioners from other disciplines, rather than members devoted
to the discipline, warrants further study.
■ Identify minority and international publications to determine similar
characteristics examined in this study. From the review of the literature
performed in this study, no studies have taken this initiative.
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Appendix A
Data Collection Instrument
JOURNAL TITLE:
YEAR:
Volume:
Pages:
ARTICLE TITLE
AUTHORS.
First author
Last name:

POSITION TITLE RANK

First name or initials:
DEPARTMENT:
SEX:
INSTIT. AFFILIATION:
LOCATION:
CARNEGIE CLASS:
Second author
Last name:

POSITION TITLE RANK:

First name or initials:

DEPARTMENT:

SEX:

INSTIT. AFFILIATION:

LOCATION:
CARNEGIE CLASS:
Third author
Last name:

POSITION TITLE RANK:

First name or initials:

DEPARTMENT:
108

SEX:
LOCATION:

INSTIT AFFILIATION:
CARNEGIE CLASS:

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH:
BIOGRAPHY:
PHENOMENOLOGY:
GROUNDED THEORY:
ETHNOGRAPHY:
CASE STUDY:
MISCELLANEOUS:
QUANTITIVE RESEARCH:
DESCRIPTIVE:
INFERENTIAL:
MISCELLANEOUS:

MISCELLANEOUS METHODOLOGY:
NO RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
SUBJECT HEADINGS OF THE ARTICLES
Subject heading 1:
Subject heading 2:

Subject heading 3:

Subject heading 4:
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Appendix B
Journals Selected for the Study
Most frequently cited journals in Journal o f Higher Education, Research in Higher
Education, and Review o f Higher Education for 1982-1987 from Budd (1990). Journals
listed as "Education, Higher Education" journals in Ulrich's International Periodicals
Directory (2002) include a numerical listing.
Rank

Title

Frequency

1. Research in Higher Education*
2. Journal o f Higher Education*
3. Administrative Science Quarterly
4. Sociology of Education
5. Journal o f Educational Psychology
6. American Sociological Review
7. American Educational Research journal
8. Change*
9. Journal of Applied Psychology
10. Review o f Educational Research
11. Chronicle o f Higher Education *
12. Science
13. Review o f Higher Education *
14. Educational Record
15. American Journal of Sociology
16. American Psychologist
17. Journal o f College Student Development*
18. A cademe (including AA UP Bulletin *)
19. American Economic Review
20. Journal o f Human Resources
21. American Sociologist
22. College and University*
23. Academy of Management Review
24. New Directions for Institutional Research*
25. Higher Education*

492
468
236
205
176
173
150
141
139
131
123
113
106
100
99
81
70
67
63
58
54
53
52
49
48

*Denotes the top ten ranking of higher education journals according to the classification
in Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory (2002).
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Appendix C
E-Mail Regarding Sex of the Author
From: "Gary Donhardt, Ph.D." <donhardt@memphis.edu>
To: "Kathy Enger" <Kathy.Enger@ndsu.nodak.edu>
Subject: Re: Research
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2003 13:19:00 -0600
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MailScanner: Found to be clean
Ever since I was a lad,
I knew someday I'd be a dad.
Now my daughters call me Pop.
I guess for them it will never stop.
Being a father has brought me joy,
'Just one of the perks of being a boy.
Family records never fail,
To list me as the only male.

---- Original Message ---From: Kathy Enger
To: donhardt@memphis.edu
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2003 11:26 AM
Subject: Research
Hello,
I am doing a bibliometric study of the journals of higher education for 1995 and 2000 to
determine specific variables of the publications, including the sex of the authors. Could
you respond to this email and tell me whether you are male or female? This is in
reference to your article in the Journal of College Student Development in 1995.
Thank you,
Kathy

Kathy B. Enger
Kathy.Enger@ndsu.nodak.edu
(701)231-8862
North Dakota State University
P.O. Box 5599
Fargo, North Dakota 58105-5599
FAX: (701)231-6128

Appendix D
Carnegie Classifications
Doctoral/Research Universities—Extensive: These institutions typically offer a
wide range of Baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education
through the doctorate. During the period studied, they awarded 50 or more doctoral
degrees per year across at least 15 disciplines.
Doctoral/Research Universities—Intensive: These institutions typically offer a
wide range of Baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education
through the doctorate. During the period studied, they awarded at least 10 doctoral
degrees per year across three or more disciplines, or at least 20 doctoral degrees per year
overall.
Master's Colleges and Universities I: These institutions typically offer a wide
range of Baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through
the master's degree. During the period studied, they awarded 40 or more master's degrees
per year across three disciplines.
Master's Colleges and Universities II: These institutions typically offer a wide
range of Baccalaureate programs, and they are committed to graduate education through
the master's degree. During the period studied, they awarded 20 or more master's degrees
per year.
Baccalaureate Colleges—Liberal Arts: These institutions are primarily
undergraduate colleges with major emphasis on Baccalaureate programs. During the

period studied, they awarded at least half of their Baccalaureate degrees in liberal arts
fields.
Baccalaureate Colleges—General: These institutions are primarily undergraduate
colleges with major emphasis on Baccalaureate programs. During the period studied,
they awarded less than half of their Baccalaureate degrees in liberal arts fields.
Baccalaureate/Associate's Colleges: These institutions are undergraduate colleges
where the majority of conferrals are below the Baccalaureate level (associate's degrees
and certificates). During the period studied, bachelor's degrees accounted for at least
10% of undergraduate awards.
Associate's Colleges: These institutions offer associate's degree and certificate
programs but, with few exceptions, award no Baccalaureate degrees. This group includes
institutions where, during the period studied, bachelor's degrees represented less than
10% of all undergraduate awards.
Tribal Colleges and Universities: These colleges are, with few exceptions, tribally
controlled and located on reservations. They are all members of the American Indian
Higher Education Consortium.
Specialized Institutions: These institutions offer degrees ranging from the
bachelor's to the doctorate, and typically award a majority of degrees in a single field.
The list includes only institutions that are listed as separate campuses in the 2000 Higher
Education Directory and include the following: theological seminaries and other
specialized faith-related institutions; medical schools and medical centers; other separate
health profession schools; schools of engineering and technology; schools of business
and management; schools of art, music, and design; schools of law; teachers colleges;

other specialized institutions (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
2000 ).

Appendix E
ERIC Descriptors Used in This Study for Subject Headings
In order to assist in understanding the subject headings used in this study more
fully, the following information is printed directly from the Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors, 14th Edition (2001).
College Administration
Use For
University Administration (1967 1980)
Broader Term
School Administration
Related Terms
Academic Deans
Admissions Officers
College Governing Councils
College Planning
College Presidents
Colleges
Deans
Governing Boards
Registrars (School)
(Page 55)
College Faculty
Scope Note Academic staff members engaged in instruction, research, administration,
or related educational activities in a college or university
Use For
College Teachers (1967 1980)
Narrower Term
College Presidents
Counselor Educators
Graduate School Faculty
Professors
Student Teacher Supervisors
Teacher Educators
Teaching Assistants
Broader Term
Faculty
(Page 55)
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College Students
Scope Note Students attending an institution of higher education—includes all levels,
lst-year through postgraduate (Note: Coordinate with the appropriate mandatory
educational level Descriptor—if possible, use a more specific term)
Use For
Middle Class College Students (1966 1980)
Narrower Term
College Freshmen
College Juniors
College Seniors
College Sophomores
College Transfer Students
Graduate Students
In State Students
On Campus Students
Out of State Students
Preservice Teachers
Resident Assistants
Two Year College Students
Undergraduate Students
Broader Term
Students
(Page 57)
Curriculum
Scope Note Plan incorporating a structured series of intended learning outcomes and
associated learning experiences—generally organized as a related combination or series
of courses (Note: Use a more specific term if possible)
Use For
Curriculum Content
Teaching Areas
Narrower Term
Area Studies
College Curriculum
Continuous Progress Plan
Curriculum
Courses
Elementary School Curriculum
English Curriculum
Ethnic Studies
(Please see page 79 of the Thesaurus for further information.)
Institutional Evaluation
Scope Note Formal or informal assessment of an institution from without, often for
accreditation purposes
Use For
Institutional Assessment
Broader Term
Evaluation
(Page 161)

Institutional Research
Scope Note Research on an institution, usually to provide greater understanding of its
operations
Broader Term
Research
(Page 161)
Minority Groups
Scope Note Subgroups within a larger society that are distinguished from the majority
and each other by race, national heritage, or sometimes by religious or cultural affiliation
Use For
Minority Culture
Population Minorities
Broader Term
Groups
(Page 207)
Women
Females
Use For

USE females

Female Role
Girls
Women
Narrower Term
Battered Women
Daughters
Displaced Homemakers
Employed Women
Mothers
Nuns
Pregnant Students
Rural Women
Broader Term
Groups
(Page 125)
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